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RAL Ho Ba Grab bypo at thene place 

T7ih Streat F Eas P r0131/5, c04110/117Parco Bugnncdton ig304 aTones Mat, G04-11/12 Halo Bar is a KTV Pub. Including Rooms with KTV Systems for people who like 

singing, an open area just outside the pub for people to watch Live Soccer 
Matches, TOuch Screen Machines opened to public and a Pool Table, the Halo 
Bar is the place to bel 

B.U.M. Equipment Tarrpires MaT i01 20 
Aurong Pont01 Surtec City Mal, ra2 a07 
Jrction B Shopping Certre, r2 0222 

CrumplerWA Pac P07.00 

Firpt Imp &herg Centre, r0101 We welcome reservations for birthday parties, gatherings, anniversaries, mothers' 

day and fathers' day celebrations, company functions, etc. (No oUtside food is al 

lowed in Halo Bars premises 
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Flash n Splash 
Ch 07 
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Leviso 
The Hoan S B1-30 Certupont o1 D 

R C gprg Cenre0102 urtec Cy Ma oi.002/084/060

Glubs Halo Ba Parkonary Pande Shepprg Certre, O14142 

Miss Clarity Café 
5Avs StrDet 

NYC 
Natioral Youh Carte. 113 Somerzet Rea, rO102 

1E0 Cchard Ra, Peransan Pae 
TIMBRE 
SAmenaStt 

$27.80++ 
$138.00+ 
$328.00+ 
$338.00+ 

Beer per Jug $17.80++
$118.00++ Chivas Regal 12yrs 
$128.00++ Hennessy XO 
$138.00++ 

Stout per Jug 

Johnnie Walker Black Label 
Hennessy VSOP 

Martell VsOP 
It's time once again forthe loveliest time of the year. Or at least the most loving time of year after Christmas. 

After recelving all the big fat red packets this Chinese New Year, you'I find many people trying to part you 
from that in preparation of Feb 14. 

This Issue hopes to help you along with suggestions for your consideration, including gadgets, games and 

Dr Martensand B.U.M. Euipment apparel that we caried allthe way to New York and the bautiful Naw Haven 
for hype's first overseas fashion shoot! 

Of course,wo've heard time and again that Vaientine's Day, like Christmas, has lost lts meaning and become 
too commercialised. Most of us probably know that, but we choose to lgnore it, especially it we're the ones 

recelving the gifts. Stl, we understand how you, like us, wOuld ike to economise and so, Instead of expenslve
dinnersand huge, overpriced bouquetsof roses, we've rOunded up some venues that will give an llusion of very 
affordable class or even the feeling that you've left the country, without having to pack your passports.

Besides dinner, stand a chance to win a Sony Ericsson handphone worth S500, that you can give your better 

Martell Gordon Blue 

*SPECIAL PROMOTION!
FREE Birthday cake with reservation for birthday celebration
FREE Mixer for new order of liquor 
TCms and conditions appy 

OPERATING HOURS half. For details, please see page 59. 

Why not take up a hobby together or even go on a food-hunting trip? If you're out of ldeas check out our 

Mondays-Fridays: 3pm- I am. 

Saturday & eve of public holidays: 3pm to 2am 

Sunday&public holidays: 6pm to l am. 

cable-skling aricle or learn the joys of wine. Think of t this way, if an activity brings the both of you or even your 
friends closer, every day can be Valentine's Day. 

But if you really love someone, how about helping them to qut smoking? with the rising costs of cigarettes, 

the increasingly widespread bans on smoking and womrying statistics about cancer in Singaporeans, there's no 

bater time for them to quit. Find out how to support your ginfriends, especialy, in lype's anti-smoking feature. 
That could be your best Valentine's Day gift yet. 

BIk 75, Ngee Ann Polytechnic 
(Opposite BIk 83) 

535 Clementi Road, Singapore 599489 

Tel: 6469 9316 Fax: 6469 2555 

For enquiries, call 6469 9316 
Part time positions available, walk-in interview only. 
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PRE MEWS 
Almost as a follow-up to last year's inaugural "Art and 

War theme, this yearly M1-sponsored sOcial testival 

has now come up with the theme of "Art and Healing. 

As before, various art forms including theatre, dance, 

film, music, poetry and forum will be showcased 

through the talents of more than 50 acts hailing from 

20 countnes, including relatively inaccessible Bhutan, 

in the different Fringe categories. 
Whatever your preferred medium of expression, 

you can learn about the suffering of people during 

the Khmer Rouge regime through Cambodia's Amrita 

Performing Arts' play Photographs from S-21, 

brood over the topiC of life and death as Mexico's 

Delfos Contemporany Dance bring you In Memoriam 

or step into the lives of deaf children with French 

director Nicolas Philibert's In the Land of the Deaf. 

Pals Nathan Leopold (Hansel Tan from The Real 

Inspector Hound) and Richard Loeb (Paul Hannon 

from Twelfth Night) are young, attractive, wealthy 
students with lots of smarts to boot. 

As teenagers, the undergrads decide to set out and 

commit the perfect crime. But in the months leading 

up to their crime (the kidnap, mutilation and killing of 

a young boy), they slip and attract more than their fair 

share of media attention. 
Based on a real-life story set in Chicago in the 

1920s, this play about Leopold and Loeb's life together 
as partners in crime, trial and possibly even sex, is 

presented by The Stage Club. 
John Logan, whose screenplays (Gladiator, The 

Aviator, The Last Samura) were nominated at the 

Oscars, took a good 20 years to write this story after 

thorough research. 
Directed by Daniel Toyne (Twelfth Night), Never 

the Sinner will leave audiences wondering about 

the pathological minds and hearts that lurk behind 
handsome faces. CANDACE ZHOU 

Through the hearttelt perfomances, embrace 

the power of the human spirit in adversity and the 

potential of art to heal even the deepest scars caused 

by traumatic events like heartbreak, the loss of loved 
ones, an epidemic or even rape. - DANIELLE ANG 

Feb 22-Mar 5, various venues 
Visit www.singaparefringe.com for more information 
on tickating and show times. 

Feb 22-25, 8pm, DBS Arts Centre 
Tickets: S40 & S30 (50% discount for students and 
NSmen) from SISTIC 

Photo: The Stage Club 

Broadway sensation, West Side Story, is finally 

making its debut in Singapore ln April. 
An adaptation of Romeo and Juliet, West Side 

Story is set in New York City, and tells of young 

doomed Iovers- white boy, Tony and Puerto Rican, 
Maria, kept apart by ethnic clashes between family 
and fnends that are involved in gang warfare with WES 

More than 5,000 years, that's how far back the history 
of Chinese culture takes us. 

The biennial Singapore Chinese Cultural Festival 
2006 organised by the Singapore Press Holdings 

SPH) Is back to shed some light on the richness of 
the Chinese heritage here. 

Into its eighth year now, the festival comprises 
each other. of 123 showcases and activities to encourage 

West Side Story swept 10 Oscars in 1961, when it 
was adapted from a stage play for the big screen by 
the genius of choreographer Jerome Robbins, lyricist 

Stephen Sondheim and composer Leonard Bernstein, 

who gave us classics like "I Want to be in America" 
and Tonight. 

How will it fare the transition back to stage in the 

hands of director Joey McNeely, a multiple nominee of 
the Tony Awards, the highest honour for stage work, 

appreciation and understanding of the traditions, arts 
and crafts of ancient China. 

Acclaimed artists, like Wu Bi Xia and Wan Fang, as 

well as performing groups from China and Taiwan (eg. 
Wu Xi Comedy Opera troop), will wow audiences with 

their stunning acts. 
Local entertainment groups will charm you with 

performances (Ali Baba and the 21 Thieves by the 
Hokkien Huay Kuan Arts & Cultural Troop). 

The Singapore Chinese Cultural Festival 2006 
will run from Feb 16 to Mar 19. - NG YAN BO Angel? 
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to STOR YAN BO 
For more information or ticketing detalls, please 

Sunday, Trom April 7 to 30, at the Esplanade Theatre.
TICkets priced from $38 can be obtalned from SISTIC. 

refer to the official website at http:/lwww. 
chineseculturalfestival,com.sg, or contact SPH at 
6319 6000. 

Graphic: Citystate Arts Management 
Photo: Singapore Press Holdings 
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Those who are smart, often flaunt it. But it takes a 
person with a big heart to use his intelligence for 
the greater good. That's the premise of S.MA.R.T.S, 
or Space Mission: A Reciprocal Treasure Search, 
Singapore's, if not the world's, first online charity 
quiz show created by staff and final-year journalism 
students from Ngee Ann Polytechnic. 

Held in conjunction with Ngee Ann Polytechnic's
Xlcapade, the S.M.A.R.T.S finals, which brought 

the online game to a physical dimension, was one of 
the highiahts of the two-day Ngee Ann Polytechnic 
talent shoigase at Ngee Ann City Civic Plaza. 

Audience members were kept on the edges of their 
seats as players answered with lightning speed and 
spol-on accuracy question after difficult question, 
osed by gamemaster and former 93.3FM deejay 
Danny Yeo. 

It was a close fight to the finish with individual 

players beating each other by mere points. Finally 

it was Yong Zhi Y, 15 from Raffles Institution and 

Edwin Tan, 25, who clinched top spots for the school 

and public category respectively. They each won for 

themselves a 3G Sony Ericsson mobile phone, a six- 
month SingTel line and an MP3 player, sponsored by 
SingTel, on top of a handsome challenge trophy, Guest-of-Honour, Ms Pam Hu, described the 
game as a "shining example that combines our 

youths' love for gaming while giving something 
back to the community". The Program Director for 
Community and International Relations at the Medla 
Development Authority of Singapore (MDA) added 
that S.M.A.R.T.S showed us that "gaming need not 
always be about self-gratification but that it can also 
be used as a tool to better the lives of others". 

and creative game concept, "Participants get to raise 
funds for charity and gain knowledge at the same 

time. Audiences were kept enthralled with vocal 
performances by Vanessa Fernandez from Parking Lot 
Pimp and Singapore Idol finalist, Daphne Khoo. To 
Sweeten the deal, 500 goodie bags from the sponsors 
offering LIME magazines and SingTel notebooks, 
and chances to win other prizes in a National Library 
competition were distributed. In addition, two iPod 
shuffles, sponsored by Apple, were given out during 
audience games 

With $8,000 raised by the organising team from 
Royal Brolhers Pte Ltd and the Lee Foundation, and 

realised within three weeks by online players, for 
Mainly I Love Kids (M.I.LK), The Choice Initiative and 
The Straits Times School Pocket Money Fund, Edwin 
rightfully noted, "There were no losers in this game, 
only winners."- CHERYL LIM 
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LISTNGS PEOPLE 
On location at the set of 9 Lives, Daniel Hutchinson 

saunters over, looking fresh even after a night of 
filming. With boyishly good looks, sharp features and 
a laid-back personality, Daniel exudes charm. 

At 21, he has come a long way since his early days 
as a child-actor in school Christmas pantomimesS. 
Already a professional since 18, he made his mark in 
the acting circuit as a toy boy in 2004's The Second 
Singapore Short Stories, Daniel has proved himself 
to be more than just a pretty face, growing increasingly 
sought after with roles offered in local films and stage 
plays production companies like Toy Factory Theatre 
Ensemble Production and Escape Theatre Limited. 
He's had roles in Immaculate Misconceptions, 
Skylight and Dangerous Liaisons. 

His upcoming drama series, 9 Lives, produced by 
MediaCorp actress and host Tan Kheng Hua, will see 

Daniel acting alongside home-grown celebrities like 
Pamela Oei, Adrian Pang and Lim Yu Beng. 9 Lives 
tells the stories of nine people who meet in a club 
and how their lives are interweaved. Playing one o 
the nine main characters, Daniel reveals more about 
working with the cast and crew of 9 Lives. "It's a real 

experience indeed, working with such big names. 

Surprisingly, these actors Jand actresses] 've worked 
with are really warm towards each other and so far, 
haven't encountered any weight throwing." he said. 

Acting, nevertheless, hasn't always been a bed 
of roses. He once spent seven hours waiting for a 
shoot. Juggling school with several different acting 
jobs was also trying at times. But the fresh graduate 
from LASALLE-SIA College of the Arts, who holds a 

diploma in Drama, still gushes when describing his 

love for acting. 
"Acting is like a form of expression in art. The 

adrenaline that rushes through you, the way your 
heart pumps extra fast and the feling of your blood 
running through your veins, it's the same kind of high 
that parachutists get," Daniel raves. 

His next project will be a 3G Mobile game, Ghost 
Voice, which will be released in March. Like all guys 
Daniel loves his games and is, not surprisingly, thrilled 
about actually being in one. "Uhe game's objective is 

to find clues and stop this evil being, OverLord, from 
opening the gates of the underworld! I play the mentor, 
[Mark] the guy who will aid the players in getting 
through the stages.It's cool, man! 

Cliché as the game sounds, Daniel insists that 

Ghost Voice is extremely well designed and witty. "The 
next time you see somebody chuckling on the bus and fiddling with his handphone furiously, he's probably 
hooked on Ghost Voice," he added cheekily. 

On his seemingly very bright future, Daniel states 
matter-of-factly, "I will act as long as the industry 

wants me. Or being a radio DJ is pretty.cool.too. It 

has the same adrenaline rush as being an actor"But 
he adds that he'll always prefer acting, "The art films 
are becoming more audience friendly and have more 

things which [a] mass audience can relate to. It's a 

good thing! 
9 Lives wil air on Ats Centralfrom Feb 6. Ghost Voice 
s scheduled to be avalable ferdewAload-o 3Gmobilo 

phones in March. 

Tired of going to the samme old places? Think there's nothing happening in Singapore? hype shows 
you what s new in town 

NUS Arta Festival 

The first of its kind in Asia, this exhibition showcases 

60 ink paintings by Nobel Prize Laureate, Gao 

Xingjian, who is also an establshed playwnight and 

writer in China. Highlights include 10 newly-released 

ink works. 

This month-long arts festival celebrates the National 
University of Singapore's centennial.As a warm-up 
to the Singapore Arts Festival, immerse yourself in 
dances, musicals, classical and pop performances by 
the university's Centre for Arts, Halls of Residence and 
Students Union. 
Feb 10 Mar 26, various times, University Cultural 
Centre at NUS 

You may have seen hin on Arts Central, stage 
plays or cVen heard him on 987FM. Soon, Darniel 
Hutchinson will be appeanin9 on a 3G mobile 
phone ncar you. NG YAN BO Chats with the young 

promising British actor about the local Arts scene, 
ctmg and his big dreams of Hollywood. Nov 17-Feb 7, 10am-7pm (except Fri, 10am-9pm), 

SAM Gallenes 1.5 8 2.5 
Admission: S3 (aduilts), S1.50 (students with student 

card), free (Fn bpm-9pm only) TIcket prices vary, visit http://www.nus.edu.sg/cfal 
UCClindex.html for more information 

Jamk Pr 
This yearly rock band competition among tertiary 
students seeks to heighten awareness of the local 
rock scene and showcases ornginal songs written by 
homegrown talent. Having a turnout of 3000 people 
last year, this year's JamX, with LIME as the presenter 
and event promoter, is set to rock the stage once 
again with new style and aplomb. 
Feb 11, Natonal Youth Park (Prellms), 'scape (Finals) 
Free Admission

s 

Soak yourself in music by Norway's Oslo Philharmonic
Orchestra with UK's John Williams, the man behind Star 
Wars' memorable scores. You can watch the theatre 
version of Memoirs of a Geisha by local theatre group 

Theatreworks and participate in Dramabox's quest for 
identity and nostalgia in A Stranger at Home. You can 
also experience the choreography of award-winning

Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker in Rain. 
Jun 1-25, Various venues 
Tickets and show times unavailable at press time, visit 
http://www.singaporeartsfest.com for detalls 

Details on show times unavailable at press time. 

Chinese New Year is also known as Spring Festival 
among the Chinese and what better way to celebrate
it than with flowers? Enjoy a visual smorgasbord of 
colaur from the 2-million-flower landscape display. 
Don't forget to bring your camera along! 
Jan 28- Feb 5, Sentosa, Fountain Gardens 
Free Admission (ercluding Entrance Fee to Sentosa) 

rma 
Before the FIFA World Cup 2006 hosted by Germany 
kicks off, get to know more about the lifestyle, culture, 

arts and technology of the host country through this 
three-day event with its exhibitions on everything 
German. In addition to the country's niche areas like 
sports, sciences and precision engineering. you can 
also drool over fashionable pieces by the Goethe 
Institut and other major German labels in the various 
fashion shows. 

Monc Muic 

After a successful first-run last year, the Mosaic Music 
Festival returns for a 10-day engagement with more 
exciting jazz and world music concerts/shows. This Mar24-26, 10am-8pm, Suntec Singapore International 

Convention and Exhibition Centre 
Free Admission

years lineup brings you treats like the Montreux Jazz 

Special Concert (from world-acclaimed Montreux 
Jazz Festival in Swtzerland), Kings of Convenience 
and also the Afro-Cuban All Stars Putumayo Special 
Concert, which was here in 2005. It's time to throw 
everything aside and lose yourself in the fine array of 
world-cla5s music. 

Drn 
Take a step back Into China's fashion history as 125 
pieces of China's silken treasures are put on display. 
Robes of emperors, priests, concubines and many 

other kinds of textiles will bring you closer to China's Mar 10-19 
Most adult tickets start from $48, but student discounts Forbidden City. 
apply. Prices and performance times vary please 
check www.esplanade.com for more details. 

Dec 12-Apr 9, Asian Civilisations Museum 
Tickets: $5 for adults, $2.50 for senior citizen/child 
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FHE 1AREHIND 
same tastes in music but somehow it all boils down 

to the same thing capturing sound just [requires] a 
micirophone] and a pre-amplifier. But it's how you do it 
that actually differentiates you from the rest." 

Upon his return to Singapore, Soosay started 

experimenting to perfect his own technique and style. 
"I would go around with my eight-track machine 
(recording device) finding bands and asking them if 
they wanted to record something. l'd just plug in two 

or three mic|crophonejs and they would play, and 
would record it to a cassette tape. Then l'd go home 
and listen to it and slowly I started to understand the 
intricacies of sound, like microphone placing. El tEDANDS 

HeS rCCordeid established local bands like Electrico, Ronin, Pug Jelly and Parking Lot Pimp, and.is.considered 
one of the best sound engineers in the industry. VANESSA FERNANDEZ talks to one of local music's unsung 
heros, Leonard Soosay. SOUNDING OUT 

Leonard Soosay is siting on the worn-out staircase 

outside Snakeweed Studios with a member of local Leonard is that he's almost too humble. The truth is 
band, A Vacant Affair. They're discussing the progress 
of a song they've been recording for the last couple of 
hours. The guitarist, shirtless and wearing baggy jeans 
that barely hang off his hips, mentions something about Pimp, agrees, "Leonard understands sound styles 
rehearsing his guitar lines as he bolts back into the 
studio. Soosay soon follows - less urgency in his step 

perhaps, but with the calm assuredness of one who Bands who have recorded with Soosay consider him 
knows that a good song can't be rushed. A half-hour 

later the crunchy sounds of a heavy metal guitar solo 
have died down and a bunch of spunky adolescents 
are saying goodbye. Meanwhile the members from 
Electrico have arived for the 

Unlike some sound engineers who, he says, are 
unwilling to share trade secrets and often dictate the 
recording process, Soosay is more open-minded. 
He believes in sharing knowledge and engaging with 
other musicians in order for recording to be a collective 
learning experience. But above all he believes in 

building relationships. 
"It takes a lot of patience [and] understanding but 

bands and musicians should be your friends first, and 
I find a lot of engineers don't do that. I mean they 
treat it as a business (and) the minute it becomes a 
business there's no inspiration. There's no reason to 
smile because it's just taking someone else's money 
for that one or two hours." 

glue that holds everything together'. "The thing about 

that a lot of bands wouldn't be around if not for [his) 
expertise and help," says Desmond Goh, bassist for 

Electrico. Munir Alsagoff, 30, guitarist for Parking Lot 

and how to achieve them in a song regardless of 

the genre. That is why he's such a good engineer" 

about as useless as Jimi Hendrix with an upside-down 
Voodoo Stratocaster. In other words, he's their right- 
hand man. 

A SOU 

Soosay is also the preferred choice for many musicians 

because he's an expert when it comes to recording and 

mixing a track. That comes from a 20-year love affair 
with all things musical in nature, starting at the age ot 

16. "I always had an interest in music and how sound 
is created. I used to listen to a lot of records- some 

songs appealed to me more than others and I used 
to wonder why." Visiting the Yamaha Music School 
to check out keyboards and recording devices briefly 
satisfied his curiosity. But the determination to be 
enlightened soon led him to enroll at the Harris Institute 
for The Arts in Toronto, Canada, a specialised music 

school where he studied Production and Engineering 
and took several classes in music management. It was 

here that on and off-campus discussions on music 

xt recording session EDUCATION 
and Soosay's ready to rock all over again. 

Both new and established bands are eager to 
record with this well-reputed 39-year-old. Yet he's just 

as comfortable working with unknowns as he is with 
bands that have huge fan followings like Electrico or 
West Grand Boulevard. The truth is he's just too cool 
to get caught up. "f people say I'm the man or the 

myth or the legend or whatever, it's not because l'm 
out there trying to become one. These bands have 

talent and) creativity. All I do is press the space bar, 
That's all I do. [And) if that warrants a knighthood or 

something, that's ridiculous because all these bands 
that come up over the years, they are the ones who 

deserve the credit, not me." 
His modesty, although endearing to most musicians, 

obsCures the truth. Soosay has co-produced songs and recording techniques led him to a rather simple for Pug Jelly, Electrico and Parking Lot Pimp-all MTV yet profound discovery. ASia Awards nominees. In fact, in the CD booklet of 

GREAT TUNES 
Soosay generally doesn't like to admit distaste for 
anything, which is why he scratches his head and 
apologetically declines to name any musicians he's 
recorded with diva-esque tendencies. Probe further 
and he laughs as he puts his arms up in surrender 
claiming everyone's a diva. But you can tell from his 

cheeky smile that he doesn't really mean that at all. 
He's less reserved about which bands he considers some suggestions for improvement, his forehead 

to have great potential and willingly gushes on 
about popular rock bands Electrico and West Grand 
Boulevard. His all-time favourite artiste, however, 

USS13.9 bilion (S$20.8 bilion) last year. And although 
Hillary Duff might never win a Grammy, her album was 
certified double platinum in the US. That's two million 
albums! 

Another of Soosay's pet peeves is the lack of 

Support for local musicians in Singapore. As he makes 

crinkles and his lowered tone of voice reveals a more 
serious side to the usually laid-back engineer 

If all the local labels suddenly stood up and said 
they're going to sign five local artists this year and 
showcase these talents to the public, and the media 
helps and tries to create awareness and build bands 
instead of plugging foreign songs 24 hours a day, we 

is David Sylvian singer, producer, songwriter and 
the ex-frontman of English band, Japan. He is also 
a big fan of Brian Eno and Daniel Lacrois, who have 
produced every album from U2. 

When it comes to sussing out a good song, Soosay's could) actually create a market and create interest. So 
criteria is fairly simple: "What makes a great song is its 
honesty and the artist[es] being true to themselves. It 
may be a pop song, a reggae song, a techno song, but 

as long as it feels honest and it represents the artist 

best then that makes it a good song. 
Soosay feels that sometimes good music is 

compromised: honesty sacrificed for the sake of 
commercialism, even though selling out has paid 
off handsomely for many within the industry. The 

top-selling album of 2004 was, ironically enough, 
Confessions by Usher. This is no small change as 
the International Federation of the Phonographic 

Industry calculated global music sales to amount to 

that music can be something we are proud of- songs 
about us, for us and by us." 

Still, if you're thinking of becoming an sound 
engineer in the future and looking for something 
substantial to learn from, Soosay recommends The 
Doves and Radiohead's OK Computer album. 

According to him, the secret is not in expensive 
equipment or Pro Tools plug-ins. "The secret to good 
recording is not actually the tricks that go into recording 
a song. The secret is to capture the artist, to capture 
the band at their peak moment... because if you can 
capture a good performance, that performance can 
last a lifetime." 

"When I enrolled in music school in Canada, I got Electrico's album So Much More Inside, you'll find a to meet like-minded people. You learn a lot more special shout-out to Soosay as the 'sixth member, the from your peers, who might not necessarily have tne 
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MOMES 
Ezann Lee is one ambitious girl. Since her first 

official foray into the media industry one and a 

half years ago, Ezann has experimented with 

all manner of performing arts, including acting, 

Singing. hosting and dancing. he word, 'official', 

is used because she actually acted in The First 

Time, a one-episode television special on Channel 

8 when she was 14, before withdrawing from the

spotlight for a numberof years to pursue education 

in Serangoon Junior College and enjoy her youth. 

Not suprisingly, the 24-year-old star could not 
hide from fame for long she was discovered by 

the formidable hosting team of Brian Wong and 

Kym Ng on the talent-scouting programme, Snap, 
shown on Channel U. Soon enough, she was 

acting in drama serials on Channel U, and all this 
happened even before anyone had any inkling that 

she was related to big sister Ericia Lee. 
In Ezann's own words, Some people were 

shocked [that we are sisters because we don't 
look alike at al. They even say, "Are you sure the 

o o oooo oo o o 
her discomfort, Ezann told hype, "It's not that I Iimagined her to be a guy... 
Il had to stare into her eyes before we kissed, and how can I imagine her as 
a guy when she's such a beautiful girl? U just told myself to imagine that 

really was in love with her." 
Ezann showed off her versatility later in the year when she transited from 

dramatic acting to hosting, on Happy Sunday Kids 3, an upbeat variety show designed for primary school kids. In her current hosting stint on A 
Ha Kidz, which is, as she describes, "the Chinese version of [popular kids' 

series] Hi-5", complete with three other youthful hosts and two mascots 

Ezann is simply, "very happy". 
On A Ha Kidz, she gets the opportunity to sing and dance too, two 

passions that she would like to pursue. The children in the show also help 
to make her job a joy. She recalls a little boy who kept running around until 

he fell down, only to get up and run around, and fall down all over again, as 

if it was "not pain at all". 

With April Fools' Day coming up, hype wondered if the childlike actress 

has had any memorable experiences, playing pranks or being the butt of 

someone else's joke. Interestingly, the most memorable prank ever played 

on her was by adults and happened quite recently. In fact, her sister Ericia 

had been the mastermind behind it. During a very eventful trip to Japan last year, where she had a special 

XTRE 
Television's latest ingenue opens up to ADELINE PANG 
about naughty pranks, that lesbian kiss in Be With Me and 
how much fun she's been having hosting A Ha Kidz 

guest appearance on Extreme Japan (atravel show about Japan, hosted by 
Ericia and Sho Yokouchi), the entire cast and crew developed an elaborate 

plot of mischief. Everyone except Ericia switched their rightful roles (for 
example, Sho pretended to be the soundman) and had Ezann thoroughly 
confused. The night culminated with Ezann in tears and having to "jing cha" 
(serve tea, in a formal show of respectful apology) to a fierce Japanese 
producer, who was in fact a Singaporean cameraman. The pranksters even 
had the whole trick recorded on tape as a personal souvenir, showing Ezann 
half laughing and crying at the end. There were plenty of laughs on the set of Be With Me too. In an edited 

scene, Ezann was supposed to throw a pillow at her on-screen mum when 
she entered the room. During that scene, her on-sCreen mum was holding a 
cute Pomeranian, which incidentally belongs to Eric Khoo. Ezann ended up 
accidentally hitting the dog with the pillow instead. 

The extremely likeable and talented Ezann however, professes to be 

actually quite an emotional and even pessimistic person in reality. While 
she can be "crazy" in her wild and happy moments, she prefers to just be 

quiet a lot of the time. 
She need never be pessimistic about her future in the local media, though. 

Proving her depth and versatility in a tough-as-nails industry in such a short 

period of time, Ezann Lee's star looks set to continue to rise rapidly. 

both of you are related?' 
They may look different but talent and good 

looks definitely run in the family. Ezann, unlike other 
attractive young actresses, is more than just a fresh 
young face. She's proved that she's got what it 
takes to wow audiences when she took on one of 
the controversial leading roles in Eric Khoo's latest, 
internationally critically-acclaimed movie, Be With 
Me, last year, playing a girl who had an obsession 
with co-star Samantha Tan. 

On that much-publicised kiss that she shared 
with Samantha Tan, she admits that it had been 
quite awkward and uncomfortable at first, only because they had been introduced a month before 
they started filming. The first kiss that they shared 
actually took place in a pub, when Samantha and 
Ezann were in reality, already quite tipsy. Ezann 
recalls that, after that first kiss, she slumped on a couch nearby and felt embarrassed. 

On how she eventually managed to overcome 

Catch Ezann Lee in A Ha Kidz every Sunday, 10 am, on MediaCorp 

Channel 8. 
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We may not have heard of him, but Johnny Cash 
influenced folk, rock, country and punk music 

profoundly with his songs of the hard life. 

In this biographical movie, we see Johnny's 

(Joaquin Phoenix) meteoric rise from farm bumpkin 
to country legend, The movie also reveals the 

blossoming relationship between Johnny and slnger 
June Carter (Reese Witherspoon), his soon-to- 
be second wife. However, many issues, including 
Johnny's unshakeable drug dependency, threaten 
their happiness, resulting in their divorce and the 

downward spiral of Johnny's life. 
Winner of three Golden Globe Awards (including 

Best Actor and Best Actress for Phoenix and 
Witherspoon's powerful performances), this poignant
tale of a music legend makes it as sure a winner as 
2004's Ray. - AARON WILFRED NATHAN 

Bend It Like Beckham, Goal, what's next? Real is the 
latest football themed movie hoping to score a hat-trick 
at the cinemas. Mixing fiction with fact, Real takes you 

through the lives of five people in New York, Tokyo, 
Senegal, Caracas and Madrid, itself. Despite their 
differences, they have a common burning passion in 
life: Real Madrid football lub. 

Real is the first official film that stars members of 
the soccer team known around the world for its superb 
talent, including Raul Gonzalez, Roberto Carlos, Iker 
Casillas, Luis Figo, and of course, their newest and 

most expensive addition, David Beckham. 
Intertwining actors and professional soccer players 

requires more than just simple casting and non- 
Hollywood pedigree directing. Can The Galacticos go 
around the world with this? Place your bets before its 
release in early February. - SHAUN CHRIS TEO 

WALK THE LINE REAL 

Final Destination 3, the thrilling third instalment to 
Final Destination, promises more action and gore. 

As with the previous two movies, the main theme of 
the movie revolves around a bunch of teenagers trying 
to outwit death. In Final Destination 3, high school 
senior, Wendy Christensen (Mary Elizabeth Winstead), 
fails to stop the death of a number of her friends, de 
spite receiving a premonition of an impending tragedy 
that will happen on a roller-coaster ride. 

The ones who surive have to deal with a deter- 

Having spent more than a year on research before 
writing Syriana (Best Screenplay and winner of one 
out of two nominated Golden Globe Awards) has paid 
off for Stephan Gaghan. 

Winner of the Best Screenplay Award for Traffic, 
Gaghan, directs this political oil industry thriller about 
the people whose lives revolve around the black gold 
trade.The project includes performances by A-list 
actors and Ocean's Twelve co-stars George Clooney 
and Matt Damon. 

mined Grim Reaper who tries to snuff their candles 

Out in other ways. Wendy and Kevin (Ryan Merriman 
from The Ring 2) frantically try to stay a step ahead 
of their fates and those of their friends, as they slowly 
watch each survivor fall into the clutches of death. 
STEPHANIE MARILYN MARTIN 

Drawing from a memoir by a former CIA agent, 

Gaghan merges multiple independent story lines 
together, ranging from "the players brokering back 
room deals in Washington to the men toling in the oil 
fields of the Persian Gulf" to give some high-octane 
fuel for thought. LOW YOUJIN 

FINAL DESTINATION 3 SYRIANA 

The Peter Sellers original in 1964, whose series 

boasted eight movies, now has a prequel in The Pink 
Panther by director Shawn Levy (Just Married). 
Comic actor Steve Martin (Cheaper by the Dozen 

2) plays Inspector Clouseau, known for his dreadful 
sleuthing skills that often result in disasters, the 

Frenchman 's appalling command of English and 
terrible health. In a nutshel: it's every criminal's dream 
come true 

In The Pink Panther, the clueless inspector 
lands the case that launches his career when an 

Inspired by a true story, North Country follows the 
trials of a single mother as she ekes out a living for 
herself and her family as a North Minnesota iron miner 
after a failed marriage. 

Academy Award winner, Charlize Theron, plays 
Lori Jenson, who despite encountering gender 
discrimination and sexual harassment in a male 
dominated environment, continues to push on. 

Nominated for two Golden Globes, the actors such 
as Frances McDormand and Sissy Spacek, alongside 
a "critically acclaimed supporting cast", deliver a 
robust performance comparable to Erin Brockovich. 

The movie is more than just a story about 

sexual harassment. It is an amazing account of the 
complexities of human nature when faced with issues 
that are neither black or white nor plitically corect. 

LOW YOUJIN 

internationally famous soccer coach is mudered and 
his priceless diamond is stolen. 

Co-starring Academy Award winner Kevin Klein 
(De-Lovely) and pop sensation Beyoncé Knowles 
(Austin Powers: Goldmember), The Pink Panther is 
a gem of a comedy. - NG YAN BO 

THE PINK PANTHER NORTH cOUNTRY 
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More people are riding the independent movie-making wave as techoologicaladvances dye down the cost of 
filmmaking and simplify the production processYUFNYI YING finds oubout the indpendent filmmaking 
scene in Singapore. 

S0 manyfor friends' personal entertainment. He says, "My 
see on the news, 

helghtened on a shobt because thy 
people around andthe stress level is high. Such imagination, the world, what 

conflicts happen all the tine, creative or otherwise. 

The wisest thing is to deal with it immediately. commercials. Everything I see that inspires me, I turn 

Communication with the crew must always be two0 

way and frequent because not voicing out any 

problems will only be detrimental to the crew's morale he doesn't always submit them for competitions, 

and the film." 

independentfim making for the public conducted by When people think of movies, they think of multi- 
million dolar blockbusters with highly paid actors 
and fantastic special effects. Independent filmmaking 
is different. Such movies are usually made with low THE GOOD THING 
budgets, volunteer actors, lots of goodwill, persistence 
and little or no special effects 

Mohamad Shaifulbahri, 19, a columnist for 

MovieXclusive.com, says the main difference between 
commercial movies and independent movies is that 

"while major movies provided the audience with 
escapism, independent ones bring the audience back of personal pride from knowing that you've pulled it 
to earth with the realism of their compeling stories 
and powerful characters" 

He sees an increased interest in independent 

fimmaking here. He says, "the local scene is definitely 
blooming!A quick search on the internet reveals a 

filmmakers like Colin Goh. 
Singapore's apparent semi-draconian laws and 

into satire." 

As his shows are usualy controverslal and political, Independent films give the layman a chance to bring 
his ideas to life. There's always asense of satisfaction 
about being able to watch your work on screen. Ismet 
Bachtiar, 30, a Gameaxis magazine editor who has 
produced 10 short films ranging from three-minutes 
to 30-minutes, says, "There's nothing like that sense 

However, there are exceptions- he submited Chuck 

Ismet also experiences difficulties during his shoots. Hardy as part of an entry test into Nanyang Technical 

He admitted, "It's hard to shoot films with limited University's (NTU) School of Art, Design & Media. 
His film was a 10-minute long political satire about 

a fictional Senator, Chuck Hardy, a character whom 
sane yanky senator who 

resources on both [time and budget) so we worked 

on numerous projects where actors volunteered their 

time and more often than not, the team had to bankroll Charles describes as an off and were not subjected to the whims and fancy 
of anypne else but yourself. Independent filmmaking 
ts a very personal experience unlike made-to-order 
production work that you get paid for doing 

Ismet continues, "The hook for independent 

projects out of our own pockets. In terms of budget, believes that abortion has nothing to do with women 

and religion but everything to do with cancelling 
nuclear launches." He was offered a place in NTU, 

but decided to study at the National University of 

Singapore (NUS) instead. He submitted the same 

video to the American Embassy but adds "They never 

we tried to be as tight as possible, but for our biggest 

project, The 4th Door, we sunk close to S5,000 for 

a 20-minute short film shot on miniDV. We did a film 

plethora of independent films made by our very own filmmaking, at least for me, is the freedom to 

Singaporeans. This [can be] attributed to the wonders 
of technology that have made the movie-making 
dream possible in every one who can afford a video 

camera and editing tools." 
Filmmaking isn't just limited to media practitioners

anymore. Many people without media experience 
Duy equpment to shoot their script ideas and send 

these amateur flms into competions like the School student from Ngee Ann Polytechnic says that when 
Video Award, which has been growing in popularity 
with just 55 entries submitted in 1999 and as many as 
320 entries in 2004. Other competitions Include the 
annual Canon DV Fest, Project Pilot and international
film festivals. In addition, funding becomes less of a 

problem now that there are six funding programmesalways in search of money for their next project from the Singapore Film Commission (SFC).The SFC sets aside a budget of about $5 million annually for film development 

Occasionally, there are free library talks on crew members. Leon says "This friction Is alway 

fund-ralser that raised enough capital for us to go into 

production, but even then, I still ate cheese on toast 

for the longest time afterwards." 

He adds, "'ve always made a conscious decision 

to create projects that are within our limitations but 

ever so often, It takes a lot of convincing and pulling 
favours to borrow equipment, get actors, or acquire 

the use of set locations so as a producer, you really 

got to have thick skin and a lot, a lot of energy." 

experiment with ideas, discovering new ways to tell 
a story on the strictest of budgets and the chaos of 
managing very diferent individuals in any production 
team. It is always an adventure" 

got back to me," he says with a laugh. 

SO YOU WANNA BE A FILMMAKER 

Making movies isn't as easy as it seems. Besides a solid 

script, you'll need lots of hard work and perseverance. 

Leon advices aspiring filmmakers, "Make more films. 

The more we make, the more we learn and progress. 

Blame censorship and the government less. 

For Charles, he feels that a good filmmaker must 

always be "outgoing, have... an open mind, and most 

THE DIFFICULTIES 
Leon Cheo, 20, a third-year Film, Sound & Video 

making independent films, the problems he uSualy 
faces are "Lack of money, confilicts and friction with 
my crew." However, he has some innovative solutions 
regarding the financiall problem. He says, "For money, 
earn, beg, borrow osteal! Really! Filmmakers are 

cOMING UP WITH THE FILM 

Charles Ardy, 20, a conscript, entereda Kids in Charge 
yideo contest on the now defunct Premiere 12 when impotantly, empathy 

he was 12. With two other friends, he made a Star 

Wars show and thelr entry was aired among other 

winning entries. Charles was later featured in the Life! energy 9oing because when it comes to independent 

section of The Stralts Times. 

Charles now makes spoofs and commercials money or time 

Ismet ends off by giving this piece of useful insight. 

He says, "Get excited about the project and keep the 

We can also apply forgrants from the Singapore ilm 

Commission (SFC)." 
During shoots, it's hard to avoid conflict with your 

filmmaking, your passion is a higher currency than 
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DANIELLE ANG catches up with RAFE's talented basist Juan Chan and guitarist Robin Wau over 
coffee as they talk about everything about their music 

RAFE was the last group to sign up for 2004's Power 
Jam organised by Power 98 FM yet they emerged 
first. Two years from then, they are just as relaxed, but 

no less assured of the limelight,as they perform gigs, 
promote their debut album Everything released last 
October, tour with Ronin in the school tour in the first 
quarter of 2006 and do more power-packed gigs. 

Despite their name (Rock And Fck Everything), 
bassist and founding member Juan Chan, 19, defines 
RAFE's personality as laid-back and mellow. "We're a 
band [of four guys] just like you and we're having fun. 
We're down to earth, self-secure and approachable 

guys that can easily relate to our audience." Decked 
in jeans and T-shirts, these clean-cut boys have no 
body piercing, eyeliner or outrageous bleached hair, 
and look nothing like typical rock bands. 

Founding members, vocalist, lyricistand keyboardist 
Awi Rafael, 19, and Juan started off as jamming 
buddies with small dreams and a huge passion for 

music. Robin Wau, 19, of African nationality, was soon 
recruited as a lead guitarist while drummer Jordan 
Cheung, 22, joined soon after watching their gi19 
at a club. The birth of RAFE resulted in hit singles, 

Everything" and "Perfect Day" (released early October recent concert in the Singapore American School, a 

05) that are constantly on Power 98's airwaves. 
Signed on to the Universal label, the guys' debut 

album Everything is out in music stores island wide. 
The album has a distinct mellow pop-rock flavour, 
with catchy tunes and emotional self-penned lyics 
Dased on memorable dating experiences and the life 

situations of songwriter Awi Rafael. "Awi is a serious 
songwriter, he has at least three full books (of hand 
penned] lyrics. He comes out with the basic (melody] 
structure, the rest of the band work on our dynamics," 
piped Juan. 

Awi has been writing songs and performing to small 
crowds since his early adolescent days, which gave 
him the experience and inspiration for RAFE. Despite 
being in a band, he is also a solo pub performer at 
Holland Village's Fosters. Likewise, Jordon Cheung 
plays regularly with his club band at Indochine. 

Juan felt that strong determining factors for new 

local bands to make it big are good publicity and 
media coverage. Such awareness sets a stronger 
trend for more youths to be involved and interested in 
the local music scene. RAFE hopes to have served as 
a stepping-stone for other local bands to step out and 

to broaden the local music scene. 

Although they're still establishing themselves, Juan 
admitted that they do get recognition and praises, 
Robin added that it's definitely a rush of blood to the 
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head to have all the attention from female fans 
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These boys drive the audience so wild that at a 

Mr Ho tR DNSE A REKI#LAEtë AF group of frenzied girls even went upstage to interact 

with the boys. 
However, RAFE feels that they're nowhere near 

success. Juan says that according to Awi, "the day 

they finaly make it big will be the day a bird hums 

his song 
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SLIPKNOT SAYA
9.0: Live 

hese faceless guys continue to bedazzle millions acrOss the globe with 

their screaming and head-banging antics on this two-CD album. 

9.0 Live is a compilation of "live" recordings from thelr world concert 
tour since March 2004, which included a memorable night of heavy- 

metal jamming in Singapore last August. This album serves as further 
evidence of the band's obsession with high notes and their mastery of 

screaming and head-banging. 
Uninitiated Slipknot listeners may find their music too jaring for the 

ears, but fans will be won over completely as Slipknot continue to bring 
the house down with 24 non-stop tracks, including immensely-popular 
ones like The Blister Exists" and "The Nameless". 

% T PEE. Saya F2. 

SieoT 
tT «A0smMK REEELE CNana E#. zHET h 

5h. R) ) Saya i*ilTH TPASN. MET «Love Oh Oh 

You may not quite understand what their music is about, but it doesn't 
take much to know that their charms will continue to work on die-hard 
metal fans here. - LoUIS TEO 

INXS 
Switch 

FZN 
What happens when you create a reality TW show and pick a half-decent 
singer as the heir to one of Australia's legendary rock bands? You get 
a bunch of old guys mismatched with a pretty boy for a front man and 
an album of predictably poppy rock numbers. Michael Hutchence is 
probably rolling in his grave. 

We all hoped that years of experience they had would leave us 
awestruck at the end of INXS's new album. Instead, Switch is a 
disappointment. Songs like "Devil's Party", "Hot Girls" and "Remember 
Who's Your Man" are as cheesy as they sound. Although new front man, 
J.D. Fortune's nice husky voice does good, the lyrics sound like bad 
poetry. The only songs worth mentioning are "Hungry" and "Afterglow" 
-which coincidentally sound a littlelike a U2 song 

Stll, you might be able to appreciate it for what it is commercial 
pop-rock at its best.- VANESSA FERNANDEZ 
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SYSTEM OF A DOWN 
Hypnotize 

SYSTEM OF ADOWN System Of A Down (SOAD) returns with a dual-disc album after a six 

month hiatus. Hypnotize opens with the band's signature rifing at 
breakneck speeds with "Attack" and "Dreaming". The quartet's prowess 
in progressive rock is demonstrated with these two haunting melodies 
and thelr highly-infectious beats. Also, the melodious interwoven vocals 

#"Chinked-Out 4 ANGELS% 

ET. Tiltl ATRBI)S4TTR H5 «EEiD» M O vocalstSerj Tankian and chief songwriter-cum-guitarist Daron 
Malakian on tracks Iike "Dreaming" and "Tentative" is fast becominga 
trademark of the band. 

Under the guise of metal music, SOAD continues to surprise an 
Ouch us with its sensitivity. After ending off with anti-war antne 

"Soldier Slde", complete with brooding guitars and bass, the Danu political ideologles and worldly philosophies still resound. HypnOuZ an avant-garde epic as SOAD continues to distinguish itselt fro metal bands with its poignant lyricism and deep tunes. - LOU 

Chinked-Out E. K i5 5 R.SRT «Kiss Goodbye F H 
TiWA 5 HER CForever Love {l-A6 sA OEK> M2KIAZ%. 

HYPNOTIZE 
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ectiing Daniel explains, "At the end of the day, it's the songs 
really. You can have things that influence it; lilke the 
personality of the band, your performance, how well 

you interact with the media, how much you push 

yourself, how hard you work. If you had all of that but 
you had bad songs. people wouldn't want to listen to 
you." With that in mind, the band is confident about 

Ecctrico is set to shake up the local 

music SCene again with their new album 

Hip City duc out in March. YUEN YI YING rcports 

The band settied outside Cineleisure for the interview their new album. 
and, through the pre-intervew banter about their 

plans betore their pertormance at Lime Sonic Bang 
later that night at 8.30pm. you kniow this group has 
amazing chemistry togefner. The tour guys and a giri 

were fnendy, casual and generous with their smiles 

Of course, the band has had plenty to smile about 

Since they debuted in 2004. 

After Electncos first single "I Want You" hit local 
radio araves, the band shot to phenomenal fame 

Surpassing every other local rock band. T Want You" 
hit number one on the Perfect 10 and held third place 

on Power 98. After that successful first single, they 
released Runaway and Good Time songs from 

the same high-energy album, So Much More Inside 

anly to get an even bigger response from audiences. 
Their debut album was released regionally and was 

also on Singanore HMVs best-seller list and they 
received a nomination in the MIV Asia Awards 2005 

for Favaurite Artist Singapore. 
All that success must have meant very heavy 

pressure to do well for their second album. Bass player 

David surprises hype by revealing his inspiration. 
He says, "On the second album, there's a lot about 

Singapore. A lot of the issues are common in other 

countries. It's not like Majulah Singapura that kind of 

stuff, it's really subtle. 
" 

Desmond explains, "The new 
one is edgier, less 'poppy', but still catchy and more in 

your face. lt's still as eclectic as the first album, there's 
fast (and slow, and different genres." 

David continues, "The new album is more Electrico 

because on the first album, a lot of the songs were 
written maybe eight, nine years ago, So it doesn't 

capture Electrico as much as this album does. The 
new album was totally done with this line-up. 

Daniel adds, "The first one, a lot of it we were playing 
it safe, but with the second, we decided to take a few 

risks. I thinkit's also because the band has had time to 

develop as the five of us, so more of our personaliti 
come out in this album. Dave writes the basic melody 
and the rest of the band puts it together and adds their 

own parts. Every song has all of us in it." 

Desmond elaborates, "Each of us has our own 

styles and influences. This is just a common ground." 
On the upcoming album, the band has also 

collaborated with Rivermaya, a band from the 
Philippines whom they befriended at the MTV Asia 

Awards 2005. Desmond says, "We wrote a song9, sent 
it to them and called them to do their magic and what 

we heard is very awesome!" Daniel adds, "lt's a very 

laidback and beautiful song." 
As expected, the local music scene has changed 

since Electrico rose to fame. Other local bands are 

oorn le 

T 

Desmond Goh, 29, says, We ve got the pressure 
of not producimg this jalbum] out on time. Indeed, 
the band had been very busy. Amanda Ling, 20, the 

keyboardist, was acting in a movie by Kelvin Tong 
trtied Love Story due out early this year. Desmond 
adds, I go and do modelling actualy (pauses). No la. 

just kidding. Some of us play in other bands, but the 
man thing is still Electrico. We just want to have fun 

and do the best for al the things we have curently." 
They may seem to be a new kid on the block, 

but Electrico started out nearly 10 years ago as 
Electric Company. However, after changes to the 
line-up, which led to the band becoming a trio, the 
band became known as Electric Co, for a while. The 
band revived itself by adding Daniel Sassoon, 30, the 
guitarist and Amanda before finally coming up with the 
name Electrico. "1 think that's all part of evolution, fromm 
1996 till now, Desmond says of the name changes. Amanda jpked behind oversized shades which hid half her face, Electric, then Elect, then after that E. 
(laughs)". Desmand jumps in, "Electnic E! No la, I think this is the best name." Lead vocalist David Tan, 30, who plays the guitar as well, adds, "We change our name again, we'll have to build it up again, you know what I mean? 

h doesn't matter what the band calls itself though. 

starting to become popular. However, the competition 

doesn't faze the band at all. Daniel says, "The more 
the merrier, isn't it? It takes more than one band to 

make a scene. It takes every single band put together 
to give choices to the audlence, I think it's great." 

David added, "When we first started, one of the 
biggest things we wanted to do was to stir up the 
Scene again. The fact that there are more bands 

means it's working. Everyorne can ride the wave." 
Daniel continues, "It's anyone's game to take it to the 

next level." 
Desmond belleves their new album will raise 

the bar once again. He says, "We believe what we 

have right now is on par or even better than the first 

album actually. So we're looking forward to people's 

reactions to it. 
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resh ai 
You won't be able to light up at hawker centres 
and cating outlets in July. How is the growing 
group of new smokers the young woman, 
rspondimg to more rstrictions and aggressive 

and targeted anti-smoking campaigns involving 

cclebrities? NG YAN BO imvestigates ahead of 
May 3T's World No Tobacco Day. 

The one thing Clara Ng never leaves her house 

without is her box of Marlboro Lights. Since pcking 

up smoking three years ago, the 21-year-old freelance 
photographer spends at least S300 a month on 
igarettes, smoking more than 10 sticks a day. 

She's one of many young female smokers in 
Singapore, whose numbers have been escalating.even to discourage smoking are designating more pubas the overall percentage of smokers has decreased to areas where smoking is prohibited. ane of the lowest in the worid", according to Health 
Promotion Board (HPB), 

The National Health Surveys say that in 1992, 
2.8% of the female population smoked. The figure 
rose to 5.2% in 1998 and then 6.6% in 2004. Choo hawker centres/coffee shops from July, and a Un, Manager of the National Smoking Control 
Programme (NSCP) of HPB noted that, "If this trend is 
left unchecked, Singapore will experience a multifold 
increase in lung cancers among females in the comin9 years." NSCP saw laws introduced to restrict the sale CAMPAIGNS JUST FOR YOU, GIRAL of cgarettes to those below 18, the issuing of health 

warnings on cigarette packs and the disallowing of 
tobacco advertising. 

On top of hitting consumers in the pocket, a packet 
of 20 Marlboro cigarettes now costs about ST, upP 

from S6.50 in 2002, thanks to increased tobacco 
taxation, the latest of the government's new efforts 

related diseases are not seen as relevant to them as 
sImokers quit and others not to pick up the habit. 1o 
some, these almost annual anti-smoking campaigns they are still young 
here are a waste of money and effort. 

Eugene Seah, 24, a National University of Singapore 

undergraduate lamented, "I keep seeing these launched last July. Targetting women aged 18 to 24, 

u-Smoking campaigns] around, but the number the campaign hopes to educate and motivate young 

O SnOkers doesn't seem to be decreasing. I walked women like Clara Ng to quit smoking9. and enjoy a 

as anolher (campaign) a few months ago... the pink smoke-frea li estye. 
one [Fresh Air for Women campaign), and I think a lot 

O money are being wasted on production cost and 

ning. "Cos ultimately, if smokers wanna quit, explains, "We evaluated the needs ol young women 
they can do so themselves. 

Possibly the first campaign to focus on the fairer 

sex is the Fresh Alr for Women (FAFW) campaign, 

Joint FAFW organiser with the HPB, is Asian 

PA Werkz, whose Account Director, Jule Chiang Since last October, smoking at bus-stops 
interchanges, swimming complexes, open ar 
stadiums, public toilets, and community centres 
atracts a fine of up to $500. You can't light upa and realised that the current quit smoking services 

do not provide the emotional and community support 

that most women depend on. As such, FAFW 2005 In response to similar sentiments, the HPB has 

nanged its approach in organising campaigns. choo 

ot uges tne "unique challenges while reaching was developed to meet these needs and to support 

Oro uger audiences. These Include the target females smokers through their quit journeys 

group being highly resistant to traditional, hard-sell 

Inrit g messages and that they are largely reality ads, FAFW takes a softer and more encouraging 

niferent to health mossages as serious smoking: 

next July, even the traditional smoking strongholds o 
entertainment clubs and pubs will not allow you a pu 

two. pr 
In place of gruesome photos and in-your-face 

Supplementing these efforts are campaigns to help 
approach in: 
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WOMEN& SMOKING 
and provide people with the necessary tools to 
think and take action. So tar, the response has been 

Girl Talk Chat Session, where ex-smokers share 

their expenences, 

Girfriend Share-Line, where ex-smokers let encouraging she adds. Ihe full figures from tha 

smokers know that they are not alone, and 

Shop and Step In, where Guardian Pharmacy 
provides information on smoking, etc. 

Instead of using traditional media, the FAFW is also campaigns might be the key to helping smokers quit 

using new media (e. online marketing, blogging, etc.) 
to connect with the tech-savwy target group. 

To further promote the campaign, the FAFW has 
a star-studded line-up of ambasSsadors, including 
Member of Parliament Dr Lily Neo, Banyan Tree Gallery 

Managing Director Claire Chiang, host and Nominated 
Member of Parliament Eunice Olsen; Gotcha! host 

Research done by the Royal College of 

Physicians showed that nicotine makes 

in cigarettes possibly more addictive than campaign will be evaluated by a study at the end ot 
the programme this year 

Air stewardess Nurul Rosaline, 25, thinks smoking 
heroine or cocaine. 

A Dutch research team has also found out 

that smoking actually causes more harm to 

women than men. According to the research, 

smoking can cut up to 11 years of a woman's 

life expectancy, while only cutting up to 3 

years lor males. 

Smoking also makes women more prone 

to breast cancer, and affects the reproductive 

system. Pregnant moms who smoke instill 
nicotine receptors in the child, increasing the 

chances of the child growing to be a smoker. 

"I'm not ready to quit la, maybe it get pregnant 
will. When the time comes, I think I will seek] help 
from these campaigns [becausej then I will have 
someone to talk to. Easier tor me to give up (with] 
encouragement. 

THE MEN DO GET IT, Too 
Howard Lo and celebrity blogger Wendy Cheng (better f you didn't already know, Singapore ldol winne 
known as Xia Xue). Taufik Batisah and Class 95FM DJ Glenn Ong used to 

be heavy smokers. 

At 12, Taufik got his older friends to buy cigarettes 
for him. He even admired how cool he looked with a 

Chiang said, The ambassadors are role models 
for our target audience as they are successful people 
in their own capacity and respected by our target 
audience. They show that one does not need to cigarette. Then, he was affected by a throat infection smoke in order to be happy, successful or attractive. 
As our Ambassadors are also high profile community 
leaders and celebrities, they can help increase the 
outreach of the FAFW messages to the audience from 

ground level." 
On Jan 14, they brought a slew of celebrities, 

including Jamie Yeo and Singapore ldol Taufik Batisah 
to connect with their female tans at Plaza Singapura. 

Jamie is excited to be part of this campaign. "l want 
to set up a good example to youths who belleve that 
smoking is cool. You do not need to smoke to fit into 
a certain social group or feel "grown up". I have never 
smoked in my entire Iife, and I still feel great." in Jing Xuan, 18, of Jurong Junior College visited 
the FAFW launch at Orchard because she was "curious campaigns can only help to an extent. "Yes, I am at what it was about". Although I don't smoke, I confident that quit smoking campaigns work, wnicn learnt a few stutf like why smoking is bad for health." Bank teller Wendy Liu, 21, thinks that campaigns individual must still take that step to quit. like these will help Singapore reduce the amount of smokers. "People need encouragement and support to (quit. Plus now with all the bans, I think it's an even better time to try to appeal to them to quit. From August 2004 till December 2005, FAFW has raised about $3.9 million in sponsorship. Phone calls to quit smoking help lines have also doubled since the campaign, and the official website, http://www.fresh air-for-women.com has seen 4,500 unique visitors. Choo also announced that after a survey of about 200 people, the FAFW campaign and messages has you can see from the quotes that we've put up this 

a 90% awareness islandwide. 

so bad it almost sunk his music career. By choosing 
music over cigarettes, he beat Sylvester Sim to be the 

first Singapore ldol. 
But quitting was tough. "Because have a 

strong motivation, it helped. believe my persona 
determination made it easier for me to say no to cigarettes. My advice to those trying to quit is to find 
a strong circle of support, be it friends or family, and keep yourself busy and occupied so you have less 
opportunities to feel bored or restless, which are times when cravings often hit. Exercise is a great way to distract yourself and it also lifts your mood, making it easier to fight the temptations." 

The anti-smoking ambassador believes that these 

WHY WOMEN SMOKE? 

Asian PRWerkz Account Director Julie Chiang 

gives her theory on the surge of female 
smokers over the past few years, " [In my 

opinion], Modern women are independent and 
earn more then they used to. They no longer 
Teel that they need social approval when they 
do things. With this independence... Socially 
and monetary, they are doing things that men 
used to do. Like smoking and drinking. In a 
way is to show that they have made it and 

hey are no longer the weaker sex. They are 
equal with the men." 

is why I am involved in one now. [But] ultimately, the 
Class 95FM DJ Glenn Ong used to be describeo by fellow DJ Rod Monterio as the guy who "goes o Smoke breaks all the time". Now, his very happy wite Jamle Yeo will tell you that, "No, he doesn't (smoke at all anymore. He quit a year ago and never lookeo 

back. He just woke up one day and didn't feel ike Tve been praying about it and I know it has to be Gou who put that sudden distaste for cigarettes In him. ACCording to Choo, "We want to explain to the that by quitting smoking, there are so much gains 

MediaCorp artiste and 98.7FM DU Jamie 
Yeo, also believes it's probably from "the 

perceplion that smoking is cool from movies. 
And women are more successful now,] hence 
this might increase the number of women 
naving difficulties dealing with stress. 

Nurul Rosaline, 25, an air stewardess who took up smoking about 7 years ago, tells 
Dype why she smokes, "Everyone around 
me smokes. It's a way to bond with your 
riends and colleagues like on smoke breaks. 
Besides, it's a good feeling to smoke." 

The campaigns are here to create awareness, target audience!" 
energy, 'better sex' - they are all very relevant to ui 
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TECH 
Tm going to make him an ofer he cantretuse Could be prophetie of this upcoming game 

hat's likely to be too good to overlook, STEPHANIE MARTIN reports 

Like sequels, most movie-based games don't live up 

to our expectations, and when it's a game based on 

a really, really good movie, you expect to be doubly 

disappointed. Which Is why even a gaming jugger 

naut like EA (Electronic Gaming9) taking on arguably 

the best gangster movie of all time The Godfather, 

didn't inspire much confidence. 

Damien 1ay, 19, a Mechanical Engineering student 

at Singapore Polytechnic, summed it up when he said, 

T'm an avid player of xbox games and while I can't 

wait for Xbox 360 to come out, I'm really wondering9 

about The Godfather game because I really loved 

that movie, and games [ike these sometimes have 

the potential to ruin a movie's true worth." 

Other die-hard fans of the movie are probably as 

terrified at the prospect of the great legacy being 
butchered by turning virtual. But one has to remember 

that EA Games boasts some of the best games in the 

market like Black & White 2, Battlefield 2 and Need 

for Speed Most Wanted. 
Produced by Paramount Pictures, The Godfather 

The Game is expected out by March for Xbox 360 

ha Croft s brought back to life in this new instalment of the fomb Raider series. SERAPHINA WOON s jou the delicious dctails 

Lara Croft returns leaner, meaner and larger than 
Iife and her latest conquest is the Xbox 360. The 
new Tomb Raider game is ripping at the seams with 
tons of new teatures, better graphics and a more 

for removing the grid-based system of the game, 
enabling Croft to now swing and jump seamlessly 
without having to take awkward movements back, 
as In the previous iTomb Raider games. 

Other features such as Croft's enhanced 

Consoles. 

agile and realistic Croft. 
This time, production company Crystal 

Dynamics takes over from Core to complete the 
immense task of animating the lovely but deadly 
Croft and developing a game that leaves little room 
tor mistakes 

In Tomb Raider Legend, Croft ventures deep 
into the Himalayas to confrontherpast, encountering 

he non-liner videogame will have gamers on the 

edge of their seats as they step into mafia-controlled 

New York set in 1945 to 1955. You can expect blood 
shed, brutal violence and clever manipulation. 1o 

retain the essence of the original movie, the game 

will Teature many plot elements from the classic film 

directed by Francis Ford Coppola and will revolve 
around the trials and tribulations of the player as he 
battles between trying decisions such as which sides 
to take, to kill or not to kill, fighting off rival familles and 
many obstacles to become Don. As in the movie, the 
main themes power, manipulation and the desire 1o 
complete control, still remain. 

selection of arsenal such as her new grenade 
launcher and assault rifle, exciting new locations ike the West African wilderness and puzles make 
this gamea promising revival to the series that was 
losing its initial buzz. 

Jerlyn Teng, 22, a avid fan of Tomb Raider on the 
Playstation is buzzing with excitement over the new 
Legend game. "l'm quite sure this new instalment 
is going to be much better than the rest. Just based 
on what I saw from the preview, it looks much more 
lifelike than the previous games," she says. 

Jerlyn also feels that this move to explolt the Xbox 360's muscle power is a good step forward for the entire Tormb Ralder franchise. She adds, "It's 
always very important to keep up with the latest 
advances in technology. Especially in the gaming 
realm, things move very fast and in order to Keep up with the trends, you have to constantly upgrao and make use of the next generation consoles and the xbox 360 is the first one [next gen consolej on the market. The graphics alone offer much to get 

excited about and most importantly, the gamepliay will be much more smooth, with more intelligent 
and challenging enemies 

in case this game sounds too good to be true 
a sneak preview of the game is available on e 
Official website, www.tombraider.com for fans 
See. Legend is expected to be out in local store 
by May. 

new puzzles and more vicious enemies. 
Tomb Raider: Legend was designed especíally 

with Microsoft's new brain child, the Xbox 360, in 
mind. The Xbox 360 is 10 times as powerful as its 
predecessor, the Xbox, and it's no wonder that the 
graphics in Legend are so incredibly realistic. The 
majority who don't have Xbox 360 will be relieved to 
know that the game also runs on the older version 
of the Xbox. While the previous Tomb Raider games were designed for the Playstation, using the next-
generation consoles is a huge step forward for the makers of this game. 

The game itself is a visual feast, with especially Outstanding improvements leading to Croft's newly enabled agility and fluidity of movement. Much work has also been done to make this dangerous lady more real. Whether you look at Croft's facial features, or her defined collar bones and tendons, you notice that she certainly looks more life-lke than ever, which is a good thing since many of us have already seen Angelina Jolie play her. Fans of the game will also thank Crystal Dynamics 

Interestingly, gamers will have the chance to take 

on their own ltalian-American character and engage 

in dirty underground work. However, they wil have 

0 Dear the consequences for whatever decisionsS 

ney make in the game. For example, if you require 

vour from someone important, you can physicallyy 

reaten the person to a certain extent, but you wll be 

enalised in your crime-watch level, should you cross 

ne line. It's just like real life, if you want that kind of 

spect, you've gotta earn it. There is a panel which 

plays the tasks you have to complete to move to 

the next level. 

ne game resembles the movie in many ways, one 

eing the exact physical resemblances of the charac 
Sto the main actors like Marlon Brando (Don vito 

Corleone) and James Caan (Sonny). 
he Godfather: The Game is also alluring becaUse 

s Open-endedness, meaning there will be endless 

n's and choices for the player, with their attendant 
Consequences. That's as real as it gets. hype 40 hype 41 



Anyone familiar with Dungeons & Dragons will realise 
that this classic pen and paper role-playing game (RPG) 
is why we have some great computer RPGs. Yet with the 
advent of Massive Multiplayer Online ones (MMORPGs), 

it's strange that no one has thought of bringing the dice-
rolling classic online till now. 

Produced by Turbine, Inc and slated for release in the 
first quarter of this year, the game takes place on the 

continent of Xen'drik in the realm of Eberron, one of many 
Dungeon& Dragons campaign settings. 

Players can choose from different races and classes as 
their avatar before they set off adventuring with other like-

It you are a fan of Morrowind orif 
you are simply looking for a good 

single-player role-playing game (RPG) 
of epic proportions, get ready for 

Oblivion when Bethesda Softworks 
LLC unleashes it in March. 

Set in Cryodil, the capital of the fantasy world of Tamriel, you, the protagonist, 

USt Tind the heir of the assassinated Emperor Uriel Septim to shut the gates of 

Oiivion. These gates, which begin to appear without the watchful gaze of tne 

Emperor, are portals to the underworld from which demons try to invade Cryodil 

and the rest of Tamriel 
NE tne rest of the series, the gameplay is non-linear, allowing players to fully 

Cpiore Cryodil and its surroundings before they embark on the arduOUs task or 

saving Tamriel. 

Apart from what Bethesda promises to be breath-taking graphics, and new 

ae physics that allow players to completely manipulate their environment 

oting a bucket off a table so it will fall into a trap and activate it, tor example 

OIvion also introduces a revolutionary artificial intelligence (Al) system ca 

dant AI. With this, non-player characters can make their own decisions based 

on their personalities and environment 
Ovion also boasts thousands of hours in the recording studios Creaung 

gues for the NPCs (non-playing characters). Some of the voice actors ae 

CK Steward, who voiced the Emperor and Sean Bean-Boromir from the Lora 

OT Uhe Rings movie- who voices the Emperor's heir. - LOW YOUJiN 

minded would be heroes. 

Stormreach is based on the 3.5 Edition rules of 
Dungeons & Dragons and hopes to differentiate itself 
from other popular MMORPGs like World of Warcraft 
in gameplay structure. For example the player-vs-player 
element, found in most MMORPGs, was removed to 
promote teamwork. Adventurers are also only rewarded 
with experience points and loot when they complete a 
quest- instead of getting them off each monster they Ki. 
Only the party that accepts the quest will be adventuring 
in the particular area. 

Stormreach also requires players to be "skilled 
Therefore, how well they move or target their enemy determines the longevity of their character, rather than just 
having an excellent set of equipment. LOW YOUJINN 
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ADM RA 

By STEPHANIE HO 

SIEMENS 

AF51 

According to a radio news reportt was the wettest week New 
York had seen in 75 years Despite being relatively flood-free, unlike 
New Jersey. New Yorkers left hundreds of umbrellas in their wake as 

ferocious wiads whipped the Bia Appe and rain lashed at us from 

SIEMENS all directions 
But my feet were oblivious to the conditions as they remained 

dy-and very snug in my Dr. Martens boots 0ther peoples' heels 

and-insoles wére coming apart due to being in relentlessly wet 

conditions as they clocked in their hours chiasing down stories 

and squeezing in their sightseeing and shopping 

2 obe del 3 As they tentatively negotiated huge puddles along the 

Sidewalks merrily pranced around, boldly stepping into 
the 'mini reservoirs'. Dr. Martens reputation for all-weather 

ruggedness was proven as the boots kept puddle splashes 

and rainwater out, especially Since they reached all the 

gh 5 j mino 
b 

pqrs 8 tuy wry 
way up the middle of my calves. 

Oh, and I did mention that we were in a hurry most 

of the time, right? It was rush, rush, rush as we tried 

earnestly to keep pace with both New Yorkers and our 
watertight itinerary. Thank goodness for the pampered 

Cushioning my feet enjoyed from the patented D 
Martens Airwair soles; othenwise, they would havs 

Screamed blue murder by the end of the third day 

And I never realised how versatile the boots 
were. whille protecting my feet from the elemen s 

they worked with formal wear and stayed chc 

enough to go shopping in. Not to menton 

being totally indispensable for battling the 
thick mud in Central Park, wet conditions at 
Times Square and the slick, slippery surtace 

of the Staten Island ferry. My Dr. Martens 
boots truly held fast and more than hald 

0 

Users looking for stylish yet features-laden Siemens phones at affordable 
prices can find their answer in the Siemens AF51, one of three phones from the company's new A-series. The AF51 comes with two display screens, an 
external one, with a reflective effect and an internal one, which has a scratch resistant surface. 

According to BenQ Mobile, Siemens' official licensee, this clamshell phone Is the "first in this segment" to provide full colour for both display screens, at 65,536 colours each. Another feature of the AF51 is its Incite Service Light Indication, an LED on the front that lights up to signal that users have incoming SMSes or missed calls. their own. 

The AF51 also offers polyphonic ringtones in 32 chords and applications including a currency converter, birthday reminder. It supports GPRS, WAP and J2ME for Java games and comes in two colours, Dolphin Grey and Pantner Black. -JESSICA CHIA 

One thing I definitely learnt on this tp 
If I don't want to bring home blistaed 

and soaking-wet, dog-tired feet, bring 
along some shoe insurance 
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***** ********** ******************** **** 

Watch a movie or read a book and you often end posted can even come in instalments, so Uondas is 
******************** 

********************* 

up hating the ending. Most of us believe we'd come 

up with something better given half the chance. and tner conclusion. As With all stories, fan fiction can ba 

that is the first step into the magical and private 
world of fan fiction, discovers SABRINA CHEW. 

****** 

with this imaginative community, it might be hard story as a guide." 

to understand why some people are so passionate 

and sometimes even obsessive about shaping andIS "llogical nonsense that deviates largely from where 

enriching this make-believe world. 

According to Jhonny Su, 16, a high school student 

from Cerritos, California, USA, Over an online fan boundaries which the writer should adhere to." 

fiction forum discussion, The interesting thing about 

fan fiction is that it uses plots, characters, and setings 

from the base story), yet opens upa new storyline and 

side-characters with it." 
As an avid readeroffan fiction, Ouyang Songde, 23, a 

National Serviceman, feels that it is "a great avenue for 

fans to contribute their ideas to the original storyline". 
He added that fan fiction "helps fans to improve their 
writing ablity too". Songde also indicated that fan 

fiction can also be a big source of entertainment. "U 
get al sense of awe, wonder and fulfilment of how 

much greater the story had become]." 
In light of this, fan fiction instantly becomes yet 

anolner avenue for budding writers to explore and a Hiroto, 23, says that in an email interview, he doesn 
place they can 'test the market. 

With so many genres and writers to choose from, 

how does one separate the good from the bad? While 
we re always criticising, we should probably bear in 

mind that the definition of what's good and what's bad 
is highly subjective. 

ACCording to Jhonny, "A good fan fiction has to be 

vant to the main (story), but at the same time very you might just chance upon the ending you, youoe 
unique that it can stand on its own, without the main 

tget to know the ending until you tollow each instalment to Songde, on the other hand, feels that bad fan fiction 

split up into many genres. 
Jennie Levine, 33, ak.a. Zsenya, is a co-founder of the popular Hamy Potter fan fiction site called The 

Sugar Quill. Speaking of her motivation in creatrg 
the site in an email interview with hype, she said, "My 

the main story] had continued."
He believes that, "In] a work of fiction, there are 

Bad fan fiction can sometimes get readers quite 

emotional even though the authors are amateurs and 

hardly recelve any compensation for their elforts. 
Songde admitted that he sometimes feels "disgust 

at [the] author's lack of proper vision... However, (my 
view on [the] original won't change" 

Though there are many supporters of fan fiction, 
there are probably just as many who are either 

unaware of its existence or uninterested. As compared 

to Singapore, one can find more passionate fan fiction 

readers and writers in countries Iike Japan and the 

United States. 

JK Rowling announced that she will be writing the 
final book in the Hary Potter series this year. But you friend Arabella and I wanted to create a website where 
don't have to wait to 2007 to satisfy your craving for we could not only archive the fan fiction that we liked the further adventures of Hary, Hemoine and Ron. 
As often as every week, writers from all over the world 
take part in fan fiction writing challenges on The Sugar 
Quil, a website dedicated to Hary Potter fan fiction. 

According to encyclopedia Wikipedia, it "is fiction 
written by people who enjoy a film, novel, television 
show or other media work, using the characters and 
situations developed in it and developing new plots in 
which to use these characters While some sites have dated fan fiction to the 
late 1960s, in response to science fiction senes like Star Trek, with its legions of fans, interest has been 
overwhelmingly renewed with the Harry Potter series which has captured the imagination of millions. 

An Internet search on "Harry Potter fan fiction alone will offer you more than five million results, and that's just the tip of the iceberg. In these forums, authors post their stories online for people to read and critique. Sometimes, the stones 

but also where we could help other writers improve. 
The writers may not be professional in this case, 

but the process of getting published is prety serious 

According to Jennie, "A big part of The Sugar Qul 
is the beta-reading (editing) system. Authors are 

required to work with one of our official beta-readers 
before posting a story, so you know that a lot of wor 
and thought has gone into the stories in our archve 

As a writer of fan fiction herself, Jennie drawsher 
inspiration from just about anywhere. This includes 
sources like "people we know [and) experiences we v 
had". She added, "For example, I lived in Budapes 
for a year, and always loved the Margaret Island there 
In one of my stories, I mentioned Margaret Istand, n 

passing, as a place with a lot of magic. It's fun to e 

able to wnite about places that you know 
These forums and websites are frequented by 0E 

O Tan fiction and comments are freely gven to tns 
wno post thelr stories online. For those Untam 

Meiji University Law undergraduate, Takayama 

really read fan fiction because "some of them are 

too 'dirty . True, some fan fiction is laden With erotic 

undertones but fortunately, in many sites, fan Tiction 

with any sexual references are labelled accordingly. 

In spite of the nisk of reading something you might 

hate, fan fiction still holds the lure and appeal of 

creative stories by imaginative authors. Who knows, 

had in mind. 
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TALK TO THE HAND FOREVER ODD 
Dean Koontz Lynne TruUss 

Celebrated novelist Dean Koontz returns to the shelves with the highly-anticipated 
follow-up to 2003's Odd Thomas. Koontz, whose numerous suspense novels take 
up top positions with amazing regularnty in New York Times's Bestsellers list 
revisits the bizare yet endearing Odd in this sequel. The protagonist is still both 
blessed and cursed with the uncanny ability to communicate with the dead. 

The thriller resumes where Koontz last left Odd - in the company of a colourful 
cast of spectres. However, things turn awry when Odd's childhood chum gets 
abducted by nemesis Datura and her cronies of extraordinary devilry. Pummelled by 
a host of adversities, Odd draws on the company of his comrades, both living and 

dead, and devises a master plan for an onslaught against the fiends. 
Not one to be outdone by the curse of the sequel, Forever Odd attests to 

Koontz's masterful craft in creating an exceptionally memorable character whose 
oddball candour is both much-adored and unparalleled. -LEE WEIcONG 

Take up arms, all ye oppressed by thy boorish brethrens, for this is thy holy grail. 

Aporopriating an almost diva-esque quality with the book's title, British journalist- 

radio host-novelist and all-round stickie, Lynne Iruss, launches Into yet another 

tirade. Best remembered lor policing the perversion of punctuation and grammar 

in Eats, Shoots and Leaves, Iruss now hurls her literary vitriol at the rude, the ill 

mannered and the ugly. 

Not above being rude in her comments as well, she humorously rallies people 

against this deadweight of modern lite, and bemoans the harrowing reality that 

thank you" and "excUse me are but tacky terms of yesteryear 

DEAN Lan, hn& Lem 

LYNNE TRUSS KOONTZ 

Talk to 
Taking references from a copious amount ot material, ranging from IV programmes the Hand 

to poetry, Talk to the Hand firmly asserts that the individual's "bubble world", 

consisting of moblle devices and other newtangled gadgets, has led to the decline of 

a once gracious society. - LEE WEICONGG 

a7. 
Forever 

Odd 
Th Uner amty Lalwts el the 

Wort4 Today, er S Gd Paes t 
Suy Mee and foh the Door 

Available at Borders Bookstore for $25.20 
Avalable at Borders Bookstore for $27.30 

LOVE ETERNALLY 
Deborah Wright 

PIGTOPIA 
Kitty Fitzgerald 

Dina's the girl pal that dead guy/friendly ghost, Steve, is trying to profess his love 
to. However, he never got to as he died abruptly on his 30th birthday after a night 

of hard partying. Although, Dina can't see or hear him. On the other hand, Dina can 

still sense his paranormal presence from time to time and misses him as dearly as 
an old fnend would 

But it's not enough to stop her fighting with a bitchy young co-worker for the 
afection of a hot new patron at her café, Archie. He turns out to be less the gentleman 
Dina believes him to be, but she's too blind to realise. Poor Steve has bigger 
problems as he realises that unless he tells Dina, he'll remain a ghost eternally. Will 

true love cross all spiitual boundaries and how will the star-crossed friends finally 

get together? 
Brace yourself for a beautiful and unexpected ending to this unconventional 

romantic thriller. English author Deborah Wright certainly has a different perspective 
on Iife, love and love after life. - DANIELLE ANG 

Irish playwright Kitty Fitzgerald (Small AActs of Treachery) tugs at our heartstrings 

with her latest novel, Pigtopia, a beautiful and moving tragedy. 

Disfigured at birth, Jack Plum grows up without an education, abused by his 

mother and ndiculed by his neighbours who shun him. He seeks solace with his 

pet pigs at Pig Palace", in the basement to shield himself from the cruelties of the 

Outside worid, much like The Phantom of The Opera. When he meets a lonely 

teen, Holly Lock, an extraordinary fnendship begins to blossom between these two 

unlikely people. Their fiendship offers the two outcasts a chance to accept each 

other's inner beauty, but rallies the neighbours to destroy thelr sanctuary because 

they think of Jack as a freak trying to lure an innocent girl into his lair, 

Fitzgerald cleverly weavesa story told through two distinct voices and 

perspectives. A novel about how ugly a society can get, while dealing with superficial 

ugliness, Pigtopia is a thought-provoking. heartbreaking. yet deeply satistying read. 

- NG YAN BO 

Pigiopta 

LOVE 
EERN LLY Kily Filagetald DIBORA WRCIT 

Available at Borders Bookstore for $17.35 Available at Kinokuniya for $28.88 

THE CAMEL CLUJB 
David Baldacci 

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES: BEHIND CLOSED DOO Amy Sohn 

David Baldacci, author of suspense thriller bestsellers, Last Man Standing and 
Split Second, returns to thrill with his anticipated 12th release, The Camel Club. 

In his new yarn, Baldacci extrapolates about a dangerous society whose hope rests in the hands ofa rag bag team of four men, who meet for a common cause- 
save their world from a diabolic force within the country. 

In a society where the elite have dark secrets, the oddly-named group, The Camel Club, believe there are conspiracies all around. Their paranoia is fuelled when the witness the murder of a Secret Service member. Baldacci strikes fear by depictung 

vivid images of events in a world not much different from the one we Iive in. AS With his other books, Baldacci's imagination zips us through a whirlwind nd 
weaving in labyrinthine subplots and twists. The realistic dialogue also alds n urgency of the plot of this page-turner. Despite the clichéd anti-American rant 

book adopts, it's one read that will satisfy fans and first-time Baldacci readers w its vigour and non-stop action., - SERAPHINA WOON 

YOure a fashion lover or fan who's worn down the pause button on your 
vOplayer to linger on Eva Longoria's provocative outfits and stylisn 

e, you're better off buying Desperate Housewives: Behind Closed 

Doors where she models them in a mini fashion spread, 

n Dehind-the-scenes and on-set pictographs, wituy quo P 
uy Set gossip, this book is a must-have for any housewie 

rdelicious details aren't forgotten, so even if you can't look lIKe tne 

infam 
house 

you can try out recipes from Lynette's fried chicken to Brees 

es, 

DAVID 
BALDACCI 
CAMEL 

HOT 
erny muffins. Also, feast your eyes on the sexy mae cast 

ri aroener John Rowland to mysterious convict James Denton 
too 

rare housemen section. However, this guidebook may DE d 

Wordy and overly detalled. 

CLUB SBree said before: "It's the age old question, isn't it, how much 
od 

uy want to know about our neighbours?" 
- DANIELLE ANG 

Available at Kinokuniya for $29.35 Available at Borders Bookstore for $22.95 
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PASIR PANJANG, EAT OUT 
Pasir Panjang Village is quickly turning into a trendy stretch of nightspots, catering to revelers who want a 
good time without busting their budgets. Its location next to South Buona Vista Centre and the restored pre- war shop houses that the village is made up of all contribute to its quaint, otherworldly charm. ADELINE PANG cxplores the village's two most popular haunts 

You know that Boston pub at the centre of 80's sitcom 
Cheers, where "everybody knows your name" ? To its 

customers, Hoo Hal Café is that pub. The place thrives 
on the onginal concept by co-owner Victor Lee, where 
Hoo Hal Café acts like a friend's home that constantly 
hosts private parties where al the customers are invited 
guests. Every weekend come 11 pm, you're invited to 
a party, complete with drinks, hearty grub, 'live' music 
and karaoke. 

Jamming and chilling with a few beers sounds great 
but the Hoo Hal Laksa tastes even better. A little pricey 
at $7.90 a bowt, it lives up to the chef's proclamation of 
being RA (rated addictive), with its seductively fragrant 
coconut milk gravy, fresh cockles, large juicy prawns 
and chewy fishcake. One portion is pretty big too, 
guaranteed to be able to satisty any ravenous appetite. 
Sharing is not recommended, though, because, trust 
me, you'll want the whole bowl for yourself. No secret 
ingredients were divulged but apparently, the recipe 
deviates from traditional Nonya laksa recipes by 
using more curry powder and less coconut milk. This 

makes it, in Lee's opinion, more appealing to all, as it 
is "healthier and has a lighter taste than usual. I would 
have liked it a little spicier, but that's because I have a 
higher tolerance for spiciness. 

This might be a pub, but don't feel obliged to pair 
only beers with your laksa. By experimenting with wine, 
Lee recommends full-bodied reds like the Montes from 
Chile ($8 per glass). you may find it complements the 
laksa's flavour by neutralising the palette and evening 

heres an ideal restaurant for everyone. Young remains a good attraction. Dishes recommended 

courting couples with a mid-sized budget and a by the chef include the popular Lamb Shank 

large appetite for romance and imagination will 
find their match in The West End, a boutique tasty, without leaving any clingy olve ou ate 
restaurant beloved by its customers for its 

reasonably-priced, international fusion dishes. 
However, the most memorable detail of the place 
Is its exquisite al fresco settin9 

The West End is a perfect hideaway, complete 
with the flora and fauna of a fairytale aquatic 
woodland. Charming murals depicting Cury 
rees, exotic blooms and colourful fish, fill the 

restaurant's shophouse walls, while long lines 
of fairy lights strung across the tented celings 
emanate a warm and cheerful orange glow. 

Diners may also eat indoors, under the flattering 
rosy light of medieval-looking lamps hanging fromn 
the ceiling. Inside, posters of famous musicals 

and plays decorate the walls. Not surprisingly too, Since The West End is modelled after the well-
known theatrical district in London of the same 
name. For the first year of its opening in 2001, it Used to have a stage where local actors would 
perform scaled-down productions of us 

musicalslike Miss Saigon and Phantom Of Thee 
Opera on selected nights. 

(S21.90) and a mean Aglio Olio Pasta (S15.50 

If you're a hungry customer, you'll be satisfied with 

the gourmet Norwegian Pizza (S15.90) that is filled 

with generous toppings of quality smoked salmon 

and mozzarella cheese. 
Should you be dating Shrek and relish getting 

your hands dirty with seafood, you'd do well to try 

the Chef's Special Mussels in Spicy Cream Pasta. 

The pasta's unique creamy taste has a slight 

spiciness that excites one's taste buds without 

overwhelming them, while the fresh mussels 

drowning delightfully in the creamy white wine 

sauce are to die for. Be prepared to make lots 

of eye contact and small talk, however, because 

while the staff are friendly, they tend to dawdle and 

may take quite a while to serve your food. 

Part of the theatrics? One never knows, but the 

entire experience is good enough for an encore. 

out the taste. 

So, put on those flip-flops to make your way down to 
another home away from home. And yes, remember to 
put on your eating pants because you can forget about 
picking up any chicks or dudes here. The crowd ranges from young punks in their early 20s to those in their 
40s, all there just to have a good time and kick up as 
big of a ruckus as possible within the pub's specially soundproofed walls. 

220 Pasir Panang Road, Pasir Panjang Villege Tol 64752210 

Karacke nignts are Frn to Sat 11 pm to wee hours in the roming Fiease cal at least two hours in advarnce to ero a tabiel Haopy hour Is 10 pm to 12 am (20%% off al coris 

216 Pasir Panjang Raad 

Tel: 64766120. Opan Manday fo Sunday 

11.30 am to 2.30 pm (last order at 2 pm) and 6 pm 

to 11 pm (last order at 10.30 pm). Happy hour is T0 

he mamas may be gone, but the food pm to mdnght (20% Off ar dntAS 
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ISSLES 
redients in their slimming tormulas, and the new trend 

s to deliver a unique seling 
proposition that promotes 

"natural product. lake 
one of the most popular 

oroducts. Xando Meal Kepiacement, 
which claims to be 

dernved from natural sources, for example. 

Dr Ho Ting Fei, an associate professor at the National 

Unversity of Singapore Faculty of Medicine, explains 

that laboratory testing is vital to the validity of slimming 

formulas and cautions consumers to be wary of the use 

of cuffery in advertising. 

The word 'natural is misleading. The moment we 

see it, we think it must be good. In the back of people's 

minds if something Is natural, it's safe because it's 

not coming from a laboratory. We forget that those 

medications made in laboratories are well formulated, 

have gone through proper testing and have side effects 

that are known to doctors. when someone says natural 

products are safe, you can't be sure because a lot of 

natural products can be harmful-you go into the woods, 

see a mushroom and go home and take it, but it may be 

poisonous and kill you. 

That said, Xando packaging clearly states on that it 

is "thoroughly tested to maintain the highest standard 

and quality. 

SKINNY 
Advertisements for slimming products featuring famous faces are 

everywhere. But how effective are these celebrity endorsements? 
ANESSA FERUANDIE gets the skinny. 

PUSH OR PULL 

Andrea D'Cruz's highly-publicised and close encounter 
with liver tailure in 2002 fuelled our distrust of slimming9 
pills, prompting advertisers to do some serious damage 

contral, which has proved largely effective. The Slim-
10 furor has izzled, and our confidence in the safety 
of such products has been reinstated thanks to clever 

communication strategies, many involving celebnties 
Local television personalities Fann Wong, Zoe Tay, Fiona 
Xie, Michele Chong and Michelle Chia, have all jumped on 
the get-slim bandwagon. It's a message that's even going 
places, seeing that lvy Lee's splayed across buses in Mary 
Chia ads. 

Anoushka Beh is a psychologist and associate lecturer 

at the Singapore branch of James Cook University. She 

explains the role of the media in shaping our perceptions 

and associating thinness with beauty. 
What we decide is beautiful and our widespread 

understanding of beauty is very much determined and 
facilitated by the media," she says, adding that thinness, 
which is associated with beauty by the media is really "a 

non-descript, in other words it doesn't really have any 
meaning on its own right. Social paradigms, and what we 
come to understand as social norms, are very powerful 
and] the media facilitates the construction of our socia 

norms, [which] determines our attitudes and beliefs and 
how we behave," 

L 
The media has made it almast impassible for us to 

escape the cult of thin. While media queen, Qprah Winfrey 
Can put her portly self on the cover of her own magazine, 
O, tar more magazines prefer to keep tabs on the ever- 
protnuding collarbones of Nicole Richie and Lindsay 
Lohan, while a penci-thin model is posing provocatively 
on the next page, clothed in some expensive brand 
or another. In between America's Next Top Model, a 
simming centre ad is telling you life's a celebration. An 
next to articles reporting the latest local news and worid 
events you'll find Caldecott Hill Queen Zoe Tay endorsing 
a meal replacement supplement 

Whie celebrities may have a powerful influence on Our 

SAInny aspirations, are there are other more cogent lactors 
afecting our battle with the bulge culture and peer 
precsure, for example? Are we gulible enough to buy a 
product simply because a thin celebrity tells us it workS 

Advertisers seem to think so, considering how many o 
these ads are fronted by famous faces. But following Slim 
10, they are also Imore specific about the safety of actve 

An article in the Singapore Medical Journal by 

ychiatrist, Dr E.K. Ung, entitled Thin Desires and 
Fat Realities explains that there are "push and pu 
actors behind an individual's concerns over weight. Dr 

Ung explains that "push factors" are societal pressures 

ich lead us to think of being fat as undesirable. While 

ertising and television and print media TV series, 
ES and tashion magazines-are "pull factors", which 

encourage the desire to be thin. 

elebnties are a combined push and pull factor 
ecause some are role models who are seen on 

sion, and therefore simultaneously perpetuate the 
undesirability of being fat, while encouraging the desire 
to be thin. 

ut some, like Joanna D'Cruz, 20, a university 
ergraduate, admit peer pressure, more a 
eonles, is the reason behind their weight concems 

wnen you're with a group of friends and you' rej ne 
Ony fat one, you feel insecure and you cant hnep 
Oume5 Wish you looked like the skinny girls, Decaus 

but 
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d I don't (ke] to comment on it but I personally 

wOuld not do it. I want to promote something alse, 

something healthy. 

Other celebrities, like Sheikh Haikel, don't even see 

the need to attain physical perection, 
"it's just more 

than having a beautirul DOdyts about being able to 

express yoursel.. a beautirul |bodylis just a shell that 

eovers what's inside, which is our talent. A good body 

doesn't really fall into my category of something that 

Is very necessary. 

they look better [and] get more attention. 

"Celebrities you look up to, but friends make you more self-conscious, because your Inends are more real to you. [They're] not rich or famous and on TV, and thev don't have all that money to make them look as perfect, 

DID YOU KNOW... 

she adds. 
In Singapore, all health-related drugs 
are regulated by the Health Sciences 
Authority (HS.A). 

CELEB CRED 
Celebrities have a personal power and influence over an audience and therefore, have a tar greater ability to persuade them than the average Joe - this is the reason companies use celebrities to endorse their products in the first place. 

But consumers are still clear-headed enough to judge the credibility of the endorser. Celebrities Iike Irene Angg and Olinda Cho were slightly on the plump side to begin with, thus seeking the services of a slimming centre made sense. 

MIND OVER BODY 

Ultimately Individuals need to evaluate our own sense 

of self-worth, regardless of what friends or celebrities 

look like. Dr Ho points out the importance of evaluating 

whether weight loss Is necessary to prevent health 

complications or a simple matter of vanity disguised 

as sel-improvement 

Beh adds, "We all have different susceptibility to 

our acceptance of what is a social nom. In any given 

scenario your behaviour is not just determined by the 

sOcial norm but also how much of an individual you 

feel you are. How separate you are comes down to 

upbringing and strength of character. It's really about 

personal individual traits and characters." 

Jaymee agrees, "it's silly to think that if you're 

thin you'll be more popular or boys will like you 

or you'll have friends. And if you do, I think 

you have to think about that, because those 

are superficial reasons. You have to be happy 

from the inside and you're not going to gain 

happiness from being thin." 

Whether the decision to use slimming 

products is afected by Culture, friends or 

celebrities, it is important to recognise 
that we, and not others, have the 

ability to control how much we allow 

OUrselves to be pressured into doing 

something that can hurt us. 

Such an idea can be so much 

During an episode of America's Next 
Top Model, you'll see a minimum of 
two Expressions Wellness ads. 

In 2002, astudy by Singapores Instituté 
of Mental Health of three popular local 
women's magazines found an average 
of eight slimming ads in each issue. 

Irene Ang, for example, is quoted on the Marie-France 
website as having the "confidence to be the babe in 
the show" as a result of her new svelte figure. Fans are 
not only convinced by the "before" and "after" shots, 
they may also rationalise that celebrities are endorsing 
slimming products because these actually help those 
who are overweight peel off the pounds, which then 
boosts the individual's confidence. 

The same study found that 53% of 
females and 28% of males want to be 

Marketing executive Angela Tan, 22, explains, "Il 
believe that a slimming product works if the celebrity 
using it is (overweight] in the first place. Then you can 
see the difference the product makes and if it is really 
effective." 

thinner. 

One ofthe first celebrity endorsers was 
a Warner Bros. cartoon character, Wile 
E. Coyote, for a burger chain called 

Joe's 

However, there are plenty ofother celebrities endorsing 
slimming products who were never overweight to begin 
with. 

Zoe Tay, the newest celebrity endorsing Xando, has 
(according to Dr Ung's article) a BMI (body mass Index) 
of 17.4, which is 2.3 points below the healthy weight 
range, thereby placing her in the underweight category 

Jaymee Ong, 25, an actress/model on the Channel 
5series, Tiramisu, says she disagrees with endorsing 

slimming products. "[Slimming pills are a business and 

there's a lot of money involved and maybe people who 

don't agree with it cash in on it because of [the] money 

more empowering than any 

confidence a beautiful body can 

gve you. 
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COUNTR 
COASTAL SEA VIEW 

u 
don t 

have to be at 

he 
national 

parks 
and 

esort 
islands to dine by the sea. The dining 

reas of Galey by the Strats 
are built directly over 

Water on tha boardwalk. 
Expect an uninterrupted viewv 

the Joncr 
coastline across you and a g0od look at the shipping vessels 

fom 
Sembawang Shipyard on your right. Located within the SAF 

ods to the sea just beside the restaurant on the lert and is a perfect place for evening strolls 

Sonset by the sea has never been this romantic. A Dirds-eye view of the sky's magnificent workings anda 

constant sea breeze are sure to tan loving sparks. Sunser here is at 7pm. Even after sundown, the view is just 

mao cal, with city lights in Johor and ship lignts giowing in tne distance. Live performances of familiar songs 

trom the 80s and 9os at night will get you in the mood for love. 

Forget about the 3-course French dinner, the tare here is, not surprisingly, Chinese seafood and Western 

cisine, though poultry and beer are avaiaole. 5aroecued meat, not in the menu, is prepared on weekends 

and on Valentine's Day itself. Specialities include Marsala Fish and Chips (comes with spices and herbs, $13), 

Smoked Sashimi (smallS12, medium: Si4) and Assam or Cury Fish Head (small: $20). 1f you can afford to 

golash on cash and feed each other tinger-liCKing tooa, give their popular Chilli Grab (S38) a try 

Though it opened three years ago, this restaurant is still a hidden gem. "Because we are (situated) within the 

SAF Yacht Club, a lot of people think they cannot come in when actualy the restaurant is open to the public," 

$ays Sim. 

1999 
Yacht Club, the slipway for yachtsS 

ba wnts t romace her date on Valentines 
Dyt oiere oniinut ve where 

te sever other people you knw JESSICA CHIA 
e ments three placcs uaranteed to gvr yoir 
seclnight a Beng start 

Bump 

PREPARE FOR TAKEOFF 

Ah, the romance of travel. You don't have the money 
or time to jet off for dinner, so the next best thing is 

probably being able to watch planes land and take off 

fram the comtort of your window seat. Pasta Fresca 
Da Salvatore's branch at changi Alrport is one of 
the few restaurants that offer this. I would say this 

Galley by he Straits 

SAF Yacht Club, 43 Admiralty Road West. 

To book, cal 6757 9026/6759 7310. Opens 11arm 10prm every duy 

To get there, take a taxi from Sermbawang MRT (below S4 per ricia) 
is a lovely place because, especialy in the evening, 
you can see the planes landing with the sunset in the 
background says 1homas Beh, Sales and Marketing 
Executive of the restaurant 

he ambience is just as romantic. With soft 

Instrumental music playing in the background and the 

warm glow of lights, this restaurant is cosy enough for 
cOuples. Tucked away at the third storey of Terminal 2, 

CLOUD 9 
They say you can't get a decent mountaintop dining experience in 

Singapore without busloads of tourists bumping into you. But he Olve 

Ristaurante e Labrador Park is just the place to prove them wrong. 

Perched on a secluded hill with dense foliage, this restaurant offers one 

af the best levels of privacy. Complete with unpredictable yet frequent 
rany weather and maist, cool air, dining up here is like being on one of 

nature's untouched mountains. 

you re unlikely to bump into anyone you know, thus avoiding 
awkward meetings with nosy friends or people you know. 
The atmosphere here is accommodating, says Beh. 

Couples who come here will [be able to] have their private 

moments 
Serving South Italian cuisine, this restaurant allows 

you to choose your own pasta and sauce combination. 

Couples will find the nearby vantage point at the jetty at the nearby 
SOm-high Labrador Beach a sight to remember as they feast their eyes on 
beautiful sunset skies and ships at the harbour before taking a stroll back to the 

restaurant and enjoying a candlelight dinner amid the glaw of artificial torches 
Labrador Park is said to have the best sunset in the whole of Singapore, so I really 
ecommend it for Valentine's Day," says Kio Lin, Customer Service Coordinator of Chef recommendations, not in the menu, are available 

and change every few days. Dishes warth trying out are he Olive Ristaurante. 

Spaghet Alla Marinara (seafood pasta, S11.90), Zuppa 
Di Mare All'Amalfitana (tormato-based seafood soup, $14.20) and the 

Recommended dishes include Labrador Seafood Platter (S17), Spaghetti Vongole 
Sta with clams drenched in white wine, $14) and Tiramisu (S8.50). "Our Labrador 

cod latter consists of prawns, scallops, caviar with our special blueberry sauce, 

SVery sweet and tangy." says Lin. "A couple can actually share one dish. 
estaurant is still relatively unknown because it opened exactly a year ago 

rador Park is not a place many Singaporeans frequent. Lin sald many people 

L ere the PSA Bulding on Alexandra Road is, but few know there is a hil called

reguenty-requested Lasagne Gratinate All'Emiliana (beef and pasta coated with cheese 
and Balognese. S15.50). If you can afford it, Indulge in a bottle of Soave, prermium Italian Garganega 
white wine (S48). 

Beh said this restaurant, which opened last April, is Pasta Fresca Da Salvatore's newest outlet. At press time 

Rart the restaurant was being refurbished to enable window viows for some seating areas and establisih a 

waterfall-themed concept. Renovation Is scheduled to be completed by FebruaryY. Lalbrador Park, where the restaurant is, at the opposite road. 

Pasta Fresca Da Salvatore (Changi Airport Branch) 
Terrninal 2 Viewing Mal, Level 3 Lot i036-057 
To book cal 6542 8044. Opens 11am-11pm every day 
TO get there, take the MAT and algnt at Changi Airport 

The Olive Ristaurante Labrador Park 
Labrador Vila Road, Carpark A 
To book, call 6479 2959 Opens noon-11pm every diy C tke bus 408 (weekends, Public Holdays only) or a tav from Harbourtront MiRT (Delow SA per nc) 
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CONTE STS 
They say overindulgence is a sin. We at ype couldn't agree more. So this time, we're promising not to overeat or indulge in anything too fancy, nothing too ostentatious. But since we all knoww that promises are easier made than kept, what better way to break our word thaan 

MA 
to dine at Miss Clarity Café. 

You don't expect your tongue to trip over French pronunciation, Balsamic Buere Noisette. in the menu at an 
eatery that charges less than S10 for 
a main course. But surprises are the 
order of the day at Miss Clarity Café. 

Located close to Raffles Hotel 
at Purvis Street, the seven- 

You may have missed the chance to contribute to our three 

charities, or to win ST0,000 worth ot prizes, but just play 
S.M.A.R.TS from now till 
enter a lucky draw to win a Sony Ericsson Z520i (worth 
S500). sponsored by SingTel 

and you will 

month cafe almost screams out 
at you with three vibrant colours- 
green, orange and pink. What a 
contrast to its dour neighbours. 

And who would have expected former Raffles Gria chef, Jonathan Koh, helming such a humble kitchen? No wonder you get innovative combinations, like Vanla Caramelised Honey Pineapple, Rose & Raspberry Sorbet & Orange Chilli Crunch, being served up as dessert for their Vaentine's Day menu. 
But even on less than special occasions, Miss Clarity has garnered for itselt a loyal tollowing. With its 5-star hotel-standard food at heartland pices, it's no wonder 

students from neighbounng institutions(Singapore Management University, LASALLE-SIA College of the 
Arts) flock to its open door. On top of its youthful vibe, 
its food is as inviting as its interiors - senved tastefuly on 
pristine white plates. 

Try one of Koh's tantalising house specials, Chicken 

Ballotine (S7.50) 
mushrooms and accompanied with roasted potatoes 
Other crowd-pleasers include Chicken Cordon BleuST) 
breaded chicken breasts stuffed with ham and cheese, 
and Garlic-Coated Dory (S7), tender fish fillet encased 
in a crunchy coat of garlic. Succulent offerings that w 

placate even the most fussy of eaters, these dishes ae 
as easy on your wallet as they are on your palate 

But leave room for dessert. With selections including 
chocolate fondue, made with premium French Vairhona 
chocolate, and bread pudding (S10.50-$15.50) you'l be 

excused for kissing the diet goodbye. 
And, of course, with free wireless internet access 

you may never want to leave your seat. With sets trat 
start from $8.80 and meals that just scream comtort 
food, Miss Clarity Café is clearly reason enough tor us 

to eat our words. CHERYL LIM. 

Register today at 

Many other prizes and stories, including hype online 

exclusives, are available at 

Stand to win one of the 3 limited edition Singapore 
ldol goodie bags. Simply log on to www.theurbanwire. 
com/nypecontest and answer the following question! 

Singapoe 

hol 
Q: The 
coming soon to channel 5. 

season of Singapore Idol will be 

chicken stuffed generously with 
A)F First 
B) Second 
C) Third 

dol Contest ends Mar 31, 2006 

For more details log on www.singaporeidol.com 

Vwe have 3 sets of exclusive American idol premiums 
Up for grabs! Simply log on to www.theurbanwire.com/ 

ypecontest and answer the following question 

American 

Jdol 

O:Who is the American Idol judge who enjoys wearing body-hugging blackt-shirts? 

A) Paula Abdul 
B) Simon Cowell 
C) Randy Jackson Miss Clanity Cafe 

pen: 7am-11pm (Man-Sat) 
Public Holidays: open only for ainner 
5 Purvis Street 
TEl 6339 4803 

clantycafe@yahoo.com 

Contest ends Mar 31, 2006 
rcr more details, log on to www.ch5.mediacorpt.com 
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ESURE 
IN THE MOOD FOR 
WINE 

Gung adults. "Our forefathers were not often exposed Cheaper alternatives in order to cater to all." 

to wine. Young Singaporeans today, however, would 

have 
travelled to Australia and the UK for further 

sudes. When they return, they bring back with them appreclation session on a fortnightly basis. With 

the wine-drinking culturo. 

New World Wines, from non-European countries 

Such as South Africa and Australla, are comparatively 

new in terms of wine production. Uheir emergence 

and acceptance by the market are among the most 

important reasons why wine appreclation is getting Randy used an analogy to explaln how a fascinatlon 

moro popular among youths, Randy acknowledged. 

Australian wines, whlch are more afordable than 

the top French wines, are easler to appreclate," 

commented Randy. "They tend to be more fruit-driven World Wine Is like llstening to Mozart and Bach. The 

and thus appeal more to the Aslan palate. 

Student enthuslast and intern at food and beverage you truly understand the essence of Mozart, you'll 
magazino, Wine and Dine, Frank Yu, 20, agreed that 
drinking habits among young adults have evolved. 

There Is definitely a growing group of young 
drinkers who appreclate their wine," he sald. "These 
days, you find a great number of youngsters who 
spend all evening long sampling a great varletyof wine 
on the wine list at a bistro. 
O the Increasing popularity in wine appreciation 

a3 a leisure activity for the young, Frank sald, "It is a 

chiange and a good change Indeed, as it slgnifles how 
youths, even with limited budgets, are paying closer 
aftention to the finer side of life." 

Appreciating wine can be as simple as bringing 

together a small group of friends for a sharng and 

each member taking turns to bring an affordable 

bottle of wine from a particular family of grapes, say 

Chardonnay, subtle vlewpoints and notes can also be 

exchanged while you enjoy the wine. 

Speaking for himself and younger enthuslasts, 

Te tem aicholic grape juice does not do much 
jic o he increasing appreciation of wines 

yut os LEE WEIcONG 

Wine may be a classy social lubrication but for the longest time, it's been deemed an excluslve indulgence of cultural elites who need many lessons and sensitlvity to tell bouquets and vintages apart. Sabotaged by such a stereotype, the ambrosia has an 
intimidating reputatlon and few dare to tread further 
than the cursory sampling at special occasion. 

But wine consumption has seen an Increase of 
about 20 percent for the last five years In Singapore. 
According to statistics Site Euromonitor.com 
Singapore is expected to experlence extreme growh 

in both consumption and social value of wine in 

coming years, thanks to more young adults taking to 
wine-drinking as a symbol of refinement. Interestingly. 
once-popular sprits, Such as gin and brandy, are 
experiencing dipping sales. The wide availability of 

attractive yet affordable mass produced and classiC 
wines means that drinking wine has become a far 

more common practice for Singaporeans. 
More appreciation clubs and societies are forming. 

witn a number of them heralded by young adults 

and undergraduates. One such association is the 
Nanyang Technological University's (NTU Win 
Appreciat.on Club. The club boasts a 120-strong 
membership, a significant leap from lts origina 
man group in 2002, It is subsidised and supporte 

by big suppliers such as The Ninth Vine 

CIuD president, Alex Seo, 22, feels that it's no 
Surprise why young adults like him are paying more 

tention to the finer details in life. "With basic wne 
knowledge, It would definitely be advantageOu 

nsOcial gatherings. It's a social etiquette that on 
should learn and observe." Citing one of the ciuo 

ams to dispel the myth that drinking wine i 

or the posh and the rich, Alex says that the cluD 

UOng orowth in its membership is testamen 
the media's influence on wine apprecia 
5Ociety's outreach to young aduis w 31, Chief 

hig is a trend that Mr Randy See, 31, n 
Sommeler and Group Manager of Les Amis 
Tuly welcomes, if you look at the blstroS an ver 
restaurants thes days, wine takes centresTag 

Deer and spirits most of the time. At dIscO and pubs 

these days, champagne Is more frequenY P 

than before. he sald. 

with wine will mature with time: "Drinking New World 
Wines is llke listening to pop music. It's very Catchy 
and the tones are easlly appreciated. Having] old 

first time you listen to them, they put you to sleep. But 

realise that it's more than It meets the eye. And [hen) 
It gets more interesting 

RANDY SEE'S 
5 AUSTRLIAN WINES &1ABRELS 

FOR BEGINNERS 

IDIROW IIROTUER'ST\RIIANGO 
A very light and fruity red, almost like a ros6, It is 

best served chilled. 

Price: $27.95 (2002 vintage) 
Availability: Supermarkets 

t helps that this hobby does not have to be 
extraordinarlly expensive. 

Uhere are affordable wines served by the 
glass at pubs and cafés for about $10," he 

quipped. "And, of course, [at] your regular 
aisles In Supermarkets, too, a bottle of 

g00d wine Is easlly avallable for about 
S30 and that is not a lot of money to 

part with for a journey of discovery 
that can last a lifetime." 

JNCOB'S CREEK RIESLING 
A stunning white with hints of flowers and cltrus 
that has crispness and a wll-balanced dryness, 

Price: $19.50 
Availability: Supermarkets 

Wine retail shops, Such as Wine Gulture along Bukit Timah 
Road, have also acknowledged 

the rise among these young 
connoisseurs, and no longer 
cater excluslvely to a 

wealthy clientele, As sales 
@xecutiv0, Tony Teh, 28, 
puts It, there Is now "amore diverse customer base". 

Whlle we do stock blgger 
and costlier labels from France, wo do recognise the 
affordability of good quallty 
wines, such as Tempranllo 
from Spalin," sald Tony. "Wo 

have managed to achleve balance with New World and 
Old World Wines, [as well as] a blond of Oxpenslve solections and 

BIOTERS IN ARIS 
A SUccessful label renowned for their Shiraz and 

Cabernet Sauvignon. 
Price: S38 up 

Availability: The Ninth Vine (Frontach Centre, 
JIn Kilang Barat off JIn Bukit Merah) 

the MITOLO 
An estato of beautiful red wines, best known for 

their Shiraz. 
Price: $35 up 

Availabilily: The Ninth Vino 

WYNDILAI ESTNTE 
Boasts an accessible varioty of value-for-money 

whltes and rede that are easy to drink. 
Price $24 up 

Availability: Supermarketsandy credited globalisation as oneo 
main contributory factors that encouradialy w In 

ppreclation among Singaporeans, eBp typo 60 
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SKSGO 

of water-sport activities ardurd reservors Which is she cannot wait to try it. Tve never realy done any 
water sports but it certany looks interesting enough. Why watk od sattr ehen you Can jump en it? NU YAN EO TInds out more about Singapore's latest water 

why. Roy notes. that there has never been a better 

tme to set up Ski 360". "Cable skí parkS are nothing 

nw. They have been around for over maybe 30 to 400 

years in other countnes. [Moreover), nght now, the 

government is openng up reservoirs to people for 

Cabie Sking, dur to makr waves here in March. Besides, t's not that experse, so defiitely ge 

pors se a ry. 
Adnan, who still prefers wakebourdng over cable- 

boarding added that ho wou'dn'tmind "gvng Ski 360 Don't be alamed f the next time you stroll along East 

Coast Park, you see people seemingly fying, hopping 
jumping on water and even doing twsts in the air in a 
new lagoon They are likely to be cable skiers launting 
thelr moves in the new SKI 360 Cable Ski Park 

Singaporos mosi popular recroalional area, East 
Caast Park, which attracts an aslounding seven 

malion visitors a year, is going Ihrough a facelift to 
enthance park users expenience. Over the new few 

years, we will see a visitor centre, underground car 

parks, a bougainvilles garden, etc. One of the earlest 
improvements wo caneapect is Singapore's first Cablo 

Sk Park, Ski 360', which is causing a lot of excitement 
among local waler-sports enthusiasts. 

For hoso not in the know, cable skung s similar 
to wakeboarding or water-sking. Instaad of beng 
pulled by a boal on water, the participant is puled 
by an overthead cable in a lagoon This cable swngs 
the participant anticlockwise round the lagoon and 
goes trom 24 km per hour (kph) to as last as S58 

kph. Jumps and tricks similar to that of water-sung 
or wakebaurding can be perlormed on Kickers and 

Stders (a raised platform which propels shiers 

wakeboarders into the ar to perfom tricks) 
Shi 360 Is equipped with eight camiers that cany 

on person each. For the more advanced suers. a 

water-sports so think it's a great time to have this ag0. Personally. I wou'd prefer tho trad.ticnal way 

of doing wakeboard in a boat because of the humaan 

ouch the coach communcating wih you and a 

that, and the wakebaarding lfestylo. Doing il by cabe 

Is good for its loxibility and comvenanco. However,. 

wouid adviso beginners to uso a nomal wakeboad 

boat because the speed of tho boat can be contol 

and the coach will let you know your mstakes But 

once you attain a certan level of wakeboardng skils 

you have no problem with dong cable skung. cib 

wakeboarding. Cable sking/wakeboard ng s good tor 

people who want to practice tactic tricks, kp board 

kund of wakeboard1ng {venture 
Si 360" also hopes to lure the crowd away frcm 

East Coast Park's overcrowded area C. better known 

as the "McDonald's Area'. Said Roy, "Hopefully. [tho 

cable ski park] will (be ablo to] attract more crowds 

and make this place more vibrant. Because nght naw, 

it seems liko [in the whole of East Coast Park), only tho 

McDonald's side is crowded with people. 

Being a small island. Singapore's wakeboarding and 

water-sking scene is also, sad to say. constrained, 

because of the lack of land space and high cos. 

Adrian Lock, 24, captain ot Ngee Ann PoiytechnicCs 

wakeboarding team agrees, staung that. "venues 

for wakeboarding [arel getting limited, especially in 

S.ngapore. Punggol operators will be alfected sooner 

or later because the government is taung he ver 

rofations, lakues, or other suface tncks 

Adnan is confident that Ski 360" will do weil "iT's 

definilely cheaper as compared to a wakebayd baat. 

A lot of Singaporeans aro interested in water-sports 

and Ihey pay SBo to go to Batam to cable k for 1 fuli 

day, even though the queue is very iong on weenenas 

away tor some reclamation. So wake boarders have 

to go other places to wakeboard. Cable skung in The cablo ski park in Batam has unlmtd ndes bbut 

Sungapore is another aternative 

Roy agreed that limited land space for wakeboard1ng ona ride. Personally. ITeel that a 'ot of pecpo wil d'ven 

s one of the reasons why Ski 360" was set up. "We 

hope that with SKI J60]. wo can encourage more 

people to take up the sporl And another thng is that 

Singapcre boat operatcrs re not as many as lother 

courthes So our cable way is gcod [as)l caters tor 1acilities will bo provded. Complmenting the catie Su 

many pecple to come and try it 

The most attractive feature adout thd cable ski park a shep selling equpment like wakebaards, Sis D0rd 

S its price, ich is less than haif the cost of regular 

wakebcarding or water-shung The cost of renting a 

boat for wakeboarding or water-skuing anges troam 

S50 to $120 or more per hour, agunst catle sking 

costs ol S35 to S45 per hour 

one can wait for as long as one to Iwo hous to do jst 

ther attention to Ski 360' to do cable skung However 

when Ihero's such a supply. the demand wil be veny 

high.I can toresee tho queue bEng very iong 
Basc necessilies ike lockirs, tolets and shower 

Camer can hook up to three pesons at the same time 

Howover, at any one time, only up to eght partcpanis 
Can ski or wakeboard on the cableway, adang up 1o 

about 300 partucipants a day. 

Park is a resiaurant, a cata and bar counter, as wet as 

shois and more 

Meisuring about 300m long. 2n deep and costn 

a hefty $2 miton to develop. Shi 360 Is deveo 
by TJ Leisure Pte Lld. It stands on the existng ta 

Coust Lagoon which was turther dug out. beuEd 
Talied with fresh sea water and fitted with equpm 

TJ Lesure's Business Development Manager, Koy 
Teo. encouages people of all ages to try ths nE 

water-spurt 

Sad Roy. "We ncpe that ihS Cabio sk1 park w 

actualy boost up ho number ol wake berders and 

skiers n Singapere, In the tuture, we W fe up win 

the Singpore wakeboard and water-ski tedera on to 

cing in scme international competition or events here 

in Singapore, and hopetuly we can create some wond Amar tan, 22. a skim-boarder wro has made the 

East Ccast beacn hs traning ground cilaims to lavo 

anythirg to do with water and toard sports, but champons here 
dras a lne when t comes to wancbouding "Ils tco 

eapense lah, soI stick to skim boarding9 

A quick Survey of adout 25 peoplo at East Coast 

Park saw hat whle fewer tnan hat krew about tho 

idren of six years old up to adults of mayDe 

bO are welcome to engage in cable sking of 
wukedoardng And |there is] no problem to thase n 
cnt Sam because life jackets will be provide 
jalso internd lo have a class or a schoo as 
ODe son basic cable wakeboarding 
SAg ccacha 

Orer Uhe past few yeas, Singapore saw a S 

C 
upcom.ng Cable Sai Park. most of thet were ecstatic 

acout it 
Pamela Gon, 20. a second-year undergraduae 9 

dnyang Technolog.cal University (NTU) added that 
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LASTLOOK 
Asiainstitut of Management 

AM School of Búsiness Studiles 
Since 1996 

University of Canberra/ 
An Australian Government owned university 

in the capital of Australia 

U CRICOS Provider Code: 00212K 

Rank 8th out of 38 Australian universities for Excellence 
in Learning and Teaching The Australian Govemmet, DEST, 20055 

(O 
Rank 5 Stars for Getting a Job in the Graduato Employment 

Good Universities Guide 2006 

alentines D The courses offered to international students are registered with the Commanwealth Register af 
Institutions and Courses for Overseas Students (CRICOS), The University af Canberra is a member 
of the Unified National Syatem, and of the Association of Commorwealth Universitfos (ACU) 

MASTER OF BUSINEss ADMINISTRATION 
CRICOS COURSE CODE: 008841E 

Love may be blind but certainly not deal, says VANESSA FERNANDEZ 
Admisslon Requirements (Intakes In January and August) 

An undergroduate degree and 2 years relevant work experience or equlvolent as approved by 
the university admission commitee. 
Applicants without an undergraduato degree but with seven years work xperience or 
equivolent as opproved by tho university odmission commitfee will be considerod on a caso-by 

Do youmind if my mum comes along? 

case basis 

Flowers? Oh, I thpugl you said "showers" 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
CRICOS CoURSE CODE: 025564 

Darling, to make a statement I think we shoald spend Valentine's ayMu 
at McDonald's. 

Admission Requirements (Intakes in January, Aprl, July and October) 

Diploma from Singopore Pblytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Nanyang Polytechnic, Temasok 
Polytechnic, Republic Polytechnic or equvalent. 

University Proparation Program Diploma of Business Administration from Asiainstitut of 
Manogement, AM School of Business Studies 
2 GCE"A" level at least grode 

Diplomarom ather recognized professionaol institutions. 

Where's my diamond necklace? 

Lel's watch Titanic on DVD! 
UNIVERsITY PREPARATION PROGRAM 

DIPLOMA OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION You know, was so happy when you agreed to be my Valentine. 
T've been watching you silently for the last 2 years. 'psychoti� eye twilching' 

Ih isal year intensve univarsity preparation progrom in Singopore and an addntional 6 manths IEus 

program for foreign students. Ihe programs are registered with the Ministry of Education, Singapor 
and the Diploma of Business Administration is awarded by Asiainstitut of Managarment, AM School 
of Business Studies. 

Actually, I only asked you because Angelina Jolie is daling Brad Pitt. On successfuly completing the program and attaining good grode, students will ba oble to gain direct 
entry and articulation Into the Unersiy ol Conberro's Bachelor ot Business Administration progrom 
either In Australia and/or Singopore compuses lf only you were Jake Gyllenhaal. O Admisslon Requirements (Intakes in January, April, July and October) 

I didn't have time to get a card so l wrote down the Hallmark webse address for you. 
GCE 'A" Level or equivalenl. 

Students without GCE "A" level but with good results in the GCE 'O"levol [English Longuage and 

Mathamatics or equvalent will be considered on a case-by case basis. 

Roses are red. Violetls are blue. Sugar is sweet, and l'd love to shag you. 
20 Bldeford Road, #01-03, Wellington Building, Singapore 229921. 

Tel: 68380151 (5 Lines) Fax: 68380154 
Email: amedu@slngnet.com.sg bype 68 
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